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·student Org. Candidates
· Make A Grand Showing

By Eileen A. M onchek
At the conclusion of the Student Board of WKNJ as Executive SecOrg. Primary Election, held on retary and was the Asst. News DiTuesday, March 15th, there w ere" rector for the rad io station last
three candidates remaining in the year. The Jun ior, majoring in
race for Asst. Treasurer and Presi- Speech/Theater/Media, has also
dent of Student Org. A total of 786 been a member of the lndepenstudents voted in the Primary, and dent's staff for two years. Ed Jude,
the top three candidates for each ballot #3 is a Junior and a Politica l
Administration
position will move on to the Final Science/Public
Executive Board Election which major. He is presently the National
will take place in Sloan Lounge on Student Affairs Director'and is also
memberof the NJSA.
.Tuesday, March 22nd from 9 am-5
For the position of Vice Presipm.
The Independent held the an- dent is Louise Laneve, ballot #4 .
nual Candidates Meeting Thurs- Laneve is a Computer/Manageday, March lZth at which all of the ment Science major and is a memcandidates run ni ng for Executive ber of Finance Board, Student
Board positions attended. For the Council, and a number of other
position of President of Student committees. Patty Vazquez , ballot
Org. is Anthony Andreou, who ·is #5 is a Speach/Hearing major with
running on ballot #1 . Andreou isa a minor in Special Education. VazPolitical Science major and took quez was the President of the
part in the Harvard Model UN that Freshman Class and w ent on to be
won Kean College 8 awards. An- the ~ Class President in
dreou believes that, as President of her second year at Kean. Bill
Student Org. he wi\l be ~ to Kraus, ballot # 6 is an Economics
work towards improving the ac- ma;or who is a Council Representivities and programs that are cur- tative and a member of the College
• rently avai lable to the students Cirriculum Committee.
For Asst. Treasurer, Stephanie
along with creating communication between Student Org. and the Schibell on ballot #7, is a Managefunded groups. Mark Yablonsky, ment Science/STM major who has
ballot· # 2 serves on the Executive been a member of Student Council

a

for two years. Schibell is also a
member of Finance Board . Ralph
Witcher, ba llot #8, is a Biology
major who is currently President of
the Black Student Union. Aside
from Witcher's involvement 'with
the funded group he is a member of
the Residents Association . Mario
Barone, ballot #9 is an Accounting/Computer Science major.
·
Running unapposed for the position of Asst. Secretary is Maryanne
Rowe, ballot #11 . Rowe is majoring in Occupational Therapy, and
currently holds the position as
Asst. Secretary . Rowe is a Finance
Board member, a former member
of Hotline and a Council Rep.
Cyndy You ng, ballot #10, is an
Earth Science major and is running
unapposed for the position of Secretary. Young has been a member
of Council for two years is also a
member of the Geology Club and

President of Science O rg.
Unapposed for SA D irector is
Cindy Marconi, ballot #1 2. Marcon i a Sociology major, is presentl y the Asst. National Student
Affairs Director and is a USSA
Board Rep. Ernie Kully, ballot
#1 2 is running unopposed fo r the
position of Asst. NSA Director.

Money Disappearance
Causes Concern
ByMarkCichowksi
This article further investigates
what happens to the money from
the Student Center video games. In
the March 3rd issue of the lndependent, the question was asked
concerning the revenue from the
games and estimates were given
from students that were interviewed . The estimate for the year was
$75 000 . Throughout the past
'
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Apdruu ballot number 1 ; candidate for Student Organizat._Anthony
.._......
Lounge, located in the College
Center. The polls w ill open from 9
am-5 pm ; all full-time students are
eligible to vote . Endorsements are
found on Page 4 in the EDITO RIAL.

Kully is an Accounting major and
a Junior Class Rep. on Student
Council.
The Final Election will be held
on Tuesday, March 22nd in Sloan

A Weekend
•
•

To Discover

chai rs, wh ich is where the money
from the games -.vent.
Whether the amou nt was
of Students. The Dean of Students
pus as well as increase their self$54,000 or more o r less, a great
. By Eileen A. Monchek
was asked to acquire the receipts
• awareness. However, the Leaderdeal of student money is involved
The
Spring
Leadership
Conferfrom the vending company that the
in the video games and more ence '83, sponsored by Student ship Conference is not solely for
college uses. The Dea n was unstudents,
O'Donnell
money could be made if a few Org. and Student Activities, wi II be these
able to come up the receipts from
thi ngs were done by the school. held at the Linwood-MacDonnald explained that any full-time stulast year, ~ut was, ab le to acquire
The fi rst thing that they shou ld do Educat ion Center in Northern New dent is eligible and welcome to atmost of this years receipts from
is bid for a new vending company . Jersey from April 15th-17th. This tend .
-Claudia Cole, who deals directly
Many of the games in the Student will be the seventh consecutive
The bus will be leavi ng Friday,
withthevendingcompany .
The recei pts from this year, that Center and the Pub are outdated year that the full-time students will April 15th, at 5pm and will return
were provided gave more detailed and the vending company does not be given the opportunity to dis- Sunday at 4pm . There will be no
insight on money rece ived . ~or ex- put new ones in . If newer cover and enhance their abilities . alcoholic beverages permitted due
ample, from 10/1 /82 to 10/29/82 , machines were there more money But this wi ll be a first for student fa- to the raise in the drinking age. The
the college received $6,232 .25 would be made . Thi s extra money c ilitators to make their appearance cost of the weekend is $5 .00 and
the applicatio n must be returned to
which is 50% of the tota l amount would assist in various ways .
on the weekend .
As I stated last week, another retaken in. From 10/31 /82 to 12/3/82
The student faci litators were Tom O ' Donnell in Student Org. by
the revenue to the college was ferendum wil l take place in the chosen to attend the conference Wednesday , Apri l 6th (Applica$7,684.00. In the December near future to establish a fee to re- w h~n their workshops were ac- tion in this issue).
novate the Student Center . No.w, cepted by the program coordinatFaci litators
include:
Tom
month, from 12/4/82 to 1 2/23 /82
the amount received dropped to , this renovation wi ll be in the mi l- ory and facilitator, Tom O'Don- O'Donnel l; Jose Qu iles, Asst.
lions, but there is a good dea l of nell. This year's theme is Personal Dean of Education ; Bob Mas lo,
$3,706.31. Through reviewi ng the
receipts from September to mid- revenue in the game machines and Growth and the workshops in- Director of Housing; Rocco
February and forecastin g through other student-related functions , cl ude; "Self-Disclosure" faci litated LaRu sso, E.P.S . Dept. ; Teri Cote
such as the bookstore and food ser- by Teri Cote of Hotline and and Lori Bern stein of Hotline;
May, the average amount the co llege receives per month is approxi- - vices, that can ass ist in offsetting "Va lues
Auctio n"
by
Steve Chris Cottl e and Peggy Me lchione
mately $6,000. Th is amount multi- _ the cost to students . The bottom Guttma n and Cote. "Problem Solv- of Student Activities.
plied by the 9 months of operation line is: student money shou ld go ing" wi ll be introduced by
is $54,000 annually. This amount back to be used for the students Maryanne Rowe and Marti Manco
is a more accurate account of the wherever possible!
who will be student facilitators on
Do you care how your money is the weekend . Mark Chichowski ,
monty received . Now, according
to the Dean, the machines, "were spent? It is the student's money that also a• student fac ilitator, will lead
not in full operation last year," so makes the college tick . You have the group in " Role Reversal."
the amount of this year may be more of a say than you think on
As in the past the majority of the
higher than that of last year . In the where the money goes. In th·e fol- participants wi ll include leaders
lowing weeks look for continuing and members of certain groups on
weeks to come a follow-up to this
article will be written . After the re- articles about what happens to campus. The conference will give
ceipts from last year are obtained your money . If you have com- these students an opportunity to
and more information on ex"act ments or questi ons, submit a letter become more fa mil iar w ith the
amounts o n the Student Center to the ed itor.
members of other groups on camweek, this writer had a lengthy interiew with Pat Ippolito, the Dean
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J~ll','i;
New&beat
By Carmelo Velazquez Jr.

PEK Frat/ M arch of Dimes

I have a friend who keeps himHigh school students in this area will step off April 9 from Kean College of New Jersey in the March of Dimes (MOD) WalkAmerica fund self busy by constantly clearing papers from his desk and sharpening
raising campaign rally .
Activities, slated to begin at 10 a.m. and close at 3 p .m. with a pool his pencils. While he does mainparty, are being coordinated by MOD and Phi Epsilon Kappa, the na- tain a neat working environment,
tional physical education, health and recreation fraternity chapter at all his assignments are overdue.
He seems lo concentrate on the tri~
Kean College.
vial
tasks of his job and leaves the
In addition to walking for pledges, games and races among the vari ous high schools will be conducted by PEK members. Awards will be important things for last. "I work
made to groups meeting or coming closest to previously stated fund lktter under pressure," he often
says.
raising goals.
My friend does not know how to
Additional information can be obtained by phoning the March of
Dimes office in Fairfield, 882-0700, or Dolores Shiposh, chairperson set priorities and he does not have
,. adequate.contrnl of his time. Up to
of the physical education department at Kean College, 527-213?.
now, he has been lucky because
his last minute efforts have- been
acceptable, but the day will come
when all this will catch up with
Graduate As~istantships are available at Kean Colleg~f New Jersey
him. Furthermore, think about
for matriculated graduate students taking a minimum of.nine credits,
how much the quality of work
or a maximum of 12-credits per semester . .
would improve if he only took a litReq uirements include a preliminary application, college transcripts
tle more time to get prepared.
and two letters of reference. Applications should be submitted by
What does your schedule look
Ma rch 31. A ll graduate assistants receive a waiver of all tuition and fees
• like? How often do you arrive late
and a weekly stipend fo r a fifteen hour work week .
for an appointment, are overdue in
Apply to Kean College of New Jersey, office of advanced studies, Tyour work, or cancel an activity
107, Union, N .J. 07083. Attention : Coordinator of Graduate Assistantship Program . For more information on available assistantships, call
(201)527-2665.

G ~ad~ate Assistantships

beca,use of insufficient time.
Think about this for a momentSomehow when people hear about if you were told that you had only
time management, they get this six months to live, what would you
idea that they must be born with a do with your time. Certainly you
·
special kind of magical power. would not waste it!
This of course is false.
If you need help in organizing
The. first step in controlling your your schedule, you may drop by
time is to figure out what you r pur- the Counseling Center. Our counpose is. You can't expect to get selors will help you plan your
some place if you don't know week or your semester. Managing
where you are going. Once you your time does not require magic,
have identified your needs and all it takese is a little time to get it
clarified your purpose then you under control.
can effectively organize your
Our services are open to faculty,
schedu le.
staff and students of the campus
You schedule should nor be so community. We are open 9-5,
rigid that you don't have enough Monday- Friday.
time for yourself It should be flexi - Announcement:· Several workble enough to• include time for shops are ongoing and you are inwork, home and recreation .
_vited to join with us at any of the
Perhaps you have already made following times: Meditation out a schedule but sti ll feel that you Counseling Center,
Tuesdays
are wasting time or not completing 3:00-4:30; Psycho-Drama - VE
your daily tasks. This may require 112, Tuesdays , 3 :00-4:30; Single
some re-eval uation
of y9ur Male - Browsing Room, Thurspriorities. There may be some days, 3:00-4:30; Growth Group things that can be delegated to Counseling Center, Thursdays,
3:00-4:30.
someone else.

Commentary:

Alumni Association Contest
The Kean College Alumni Association is sponsoring a contest on an'y
subjects of juvenile interest. All Kean College administrators, faculty,
staff, alum ni and students or members of the public are invited to enter
as long as their manuscripts have never been published in the juvenile
fie ld.
Categories are: Best fiction, easy reading or picture book; best fiction, young adult; best non-fiction including poetry, cookbooks, sports
or other subjects and best illustrations.
Prizes in each of the four categories will be $50 first place and certificates to persons who place second and third.
Judges will be Ms. Debra K. Brown, chairperson of Bowker Publishing Co., New York City; Dr. Deborah Allen of the Early Childhood Department; Professor Richard Buncamper of the Fine Arts Department;
Or. Dorothy G rant-Hennings of the Educational Department; and M s.
Ph y lli s Ta lle ri co, d ep artm en t head, ca to foging services, College library, a ll of Kean Co llege.
Deadli ne for submitting manuscripts to M s. Yvonne McCray, reference librarian, notified in writing on April 15. Additional information
may be obtained from Ms. McCray, 527-2302 .

Do You Have Free Time To Offer?
By A vis Mitchell
And Ed Williams
If you have time, I would like to
tell you about a program at Kean
College that you can participate in .
The program is called SCATE .
SCATE stands for Student Committee for Advancement Through Education. If you are a student that is
majoring in social services or any
major that you would like to devel -•
op experien ·
working w ith
people, SCATE i s the program to
be involved in. You can participate
in the program by signing up for it
like a regular course. The differ-

ence between a regular course and One day while I was working in the
SCA TE is you get a chance to do classroom I got the child to particioutside work.
pate in the coloring session. After
I am currently taking the course this she started being more playful
myself. I volunteer at the YMCA in with the other children. From this
Elizabeth, in their Project Head I have found out that volunteer
Start Program. The chi ldren that at- work is not always for nothing.
tend the · program are under- You -may not be getting paid
priveleged children. They are be- money but if you put the right time
tween the ages of 3 - 4 ½. I am a So- and effort into it you will be paid
cial Work Major and I enjoy the off in the long run.
program. I have gotten plenty o f
If you are in terested in finding
experience
interacting
with · out more information or taking the
people . I have oeen inspired by course, stop by the SCAT£ office
being able to help the children. during the week . It is located beThere was one child that was that tween the Hot Line office and the
was withdrawn from the class. Black Student Union office .

Education Conference
Teaching children the art of getting along in the ethnic salad bowl
that these United States have become will be the subject of a day-long
conference on Thursday, March 24, at Kean College of New Jersey.
Kean 's Department of Educational Arts and Systems and the Kean
-center for Bilingual Education are sponsoring the event, "Multicu ltural
Education for the '80s," with the Office of Equal Educational Opportunity of the State Department of Education.
Teachers, principals and adm instrators will attend six workshops, a
panel discussion and the wrap up session to be conducted by Dr. James
A. Banks. Banks is a professor of education and chairman of curriculum
and instruction at the University of Washington, Seattle.
·
A specialist in social studies and in multiethnic education, Banks is
author of more than ' 80 publications including "Teaching Ethnic
Studies: Concepts and Strategies ," and "Curriculum Guidelines for
Mu ltiethnic Education." His most recent work is the junior high school
textbook, "We Americans : Our History and People."
Workshop topics and leaders will be : Teaching to Eliminate
Stereotypes, Dr. Beryle Banfield of New York University; Understanding Cultures through Nonverbal Communication, Dr. Annette Lopez,
Temple University; Significant Bilingual Instructional Features, Jose
Vazquez, Hunter College; Reducing Prejudice in Children, Frances M.
Sonnenschein, B'nai B'rith Anti-Defamation League; Hearing Assessment of Minority Children, Marta Wendroff, Kean College; and Working With Minority Parents, Patricia Louque, Georgetown University,
Members of the panel that will discuss "Successful Multiethnic Education Strategies," include Charles Mitchel, principal of the Franklin
Elementary School, Newark; Sara Hirt, principal of the Glen Elementary Sch0o l, Ridgewood, and Arax Mardirosian, a teacher at the same
school .
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Only one of these pens
is thinenougn
to draw the linebelow.
The newest innovation in writ ing is t he Pilot
Precise rolling ball pen. It w rites extra t hin
and extra smoot h because of its micro ball
and needle-like stainless steel collar. A
unique pen at a uniquely
affordable price.
Only $1 .19.
.,

New Jersey GYN Associates, Inc.

I ABORTION SERVICES ·
Free Pregnancy Testing

• Abortion Procedures • Birth Control
Counseling • Breast Screening Clinic
•· Complete Obstetrical and Gynecological
care • Sterilization Procedures including
·•
Vasectomies ·
Phone
for an appt
Hours : 9 :00 to.,5 :00 Monday thru Saturday

373-2600

Owned & Staffed by N .J. Lie. 8d. Cert. Gynecologists •
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22 Boll St., Irvington, N.J. 07111
(Right off Exit 143. G .S.P North.
Near the Irvington Bus Terminal)
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Commentary:

A Breakdown of Students' Fees

The Truth About
El Salvador
By Jim Kurdyla
As you well know already, President Reagan has asked for the sum
of 110 million dollars worth of mil~
itary aid for the nation of El Salvador.
You may be asking by now,
" Should we send so much to such
a country?" The answer in my
opinion is yes. Why? Because El
Salvador needs it very badly if it is
to stifle the Communist threat in
Latin America .
The reason for any doubts on
this matter may stem from the effects of the untruths and distortions
generated by certain individuals
on the Kean campus dealing with
the matter.
In thi s very special commentary,
I will debunk the following myths
about the war in El Salvador for the
benefit of those who want the other
side of the matter.
El Salvador is Another Vietnam.
Totall y untrue. the situation there is
alot different than the one in Vietnam. According to the various
Green Beret and Navy S.E.A. l. advisors, the Salvadorean military is
well trained , highly disciplined,
and more motivated that their
South Vietnamese counterparts
were. Their bravery under fire as
witnessed by John Hoagland , a
Newsweek correspondent,
is
highly commendable. In regards to
the loyalties of the Salvadorean

people, o nly 15 to 20% actually
support the guerill a cuase. The
other 75 to 80% are in favor of the
present government system . These
figures were personally verified by
Arturo Rivera Domas, Archbishop
of San Salvador, while in counsel
with Major General Jack Singlaub.
This fact shows that the rebel
forces are not winning over the
people as seen by their three failed
"final offensives."
The War is Restricted to a Fraternal Level. The large amount of
captured
Communist
Bloc
weapons prove that this statement
is false. In a recent interview with
the Cuban Communist weekly
Granma, Fidel Castro stated that
the rebels are being trained by
Cuban and Nicaraguan advisors.
Castro also stated that he was more
th an willing to help the guerillas
establish another " Nicaragua ." Enriqu e Altimanara, the publisher of
El Salvador's El Diario De Hoy, revealed in a series of lectures on
several co llege campuses, that
Nicaraguan Sandinistas are supplementing the depleted rebel
ranks .
Major Roberto D'Bussion is a
Psychotic Tyrant. If Major D ' Bussion was as despotic as his detractors claim, then the people would
have killed him long ago. Major
Bob, as he is affectionately known
to the Salvadorean people, was

. (.

Where Does the Money ~o .
By Paul Egert
More students are taking notice of,
and becoming invo lved in, the dec ision making processes that wi ll
affect them. Onf topic that has
been foc used upon by a large
number of concern ed students is
the co llege fee structures. In li ght
of today' s economy this is understandable - any increase in fees

Fee

needs to be scrutinized. Just how
much ca n the studen t be expected
to pay vs. the benefit received from
an increase in fees?
After reading the Indy and talking to students it becomes apparent th at the fee structure is not
completely understood , and this is
disturbing. Such understanding is
a prerequisite to makin g a proper

Proposed
Initiated Amt.Per Change
Credit($)
($)

decision
regarding
proposed
changes in the structure. A table of
fees has been prepared so that fu ll
time undergraduate students at
Kean may compare these fees to
other state co lleges. It is suggested
that all students examine these tables before coming ·to any concl usions concernin g fees. Keep up
your involv_ement.

Administered By

Used for

General Service
(Service) 1

Mid
'60's

1.S0

increase Dean of Students Office Providing student services (counseling,
l.S0
and the College Business health care, employment, etc.) that are not
adeq1,1ately funded by the state.
Office. (no students)

Student Activity
(Activity) 2

Mid
'60's

2.2 S

-0-1

Pingry
(SLFF) 2

Fall
'81

2.00

increase Pingry Advisory Board (6 Acquisitive and renovations of the
1.00◄
students & S adm.) and the Pingry School properties and buildCollege Business Office
ing.

Athletic
(Athl.) 2

Fall
'82

1.2S

-0-

(1) Decreasedby2S¢ inthefallof'81
(2) Listed on tuition bi II as

Student Organization Fin . Operation of the Student Organiza& Ex. Board and Council. tion and the funding of 31 groups on
(100% student)
campus.

College Athletic Board (5 stu- Funding of the intercollegiate athletic
dents & 6 adm.)3 and the Col- program .
lege Business Office
(3) Scheduled increase in the fall of '83
(4) In accordance NCCA regulation, Student Organization does recommend one of the administrative appointments

NOTE: Additional information regarding the Activity Fee can be obtained by stopping in the Student Organization
Offices (CCl 28) . Additional information regarding other fees can be obtained from the Dean of Students
Office (Tl 22).

swept into power as head of the assembly by a huge landslide.

ShNl- - 4 ~

Final Elections for Student Org. Exously! The Athletic Fee at $1 _. ~s ecutive Board will beheld on
per credit, the Student life Facility March 22, 9 am to 5 pm in Sloan
By Andrew Krupa
Fee (S. L.F .F.) for Pingry will be
The General Service Fee, pre$3.00 per credit in 83-84 and the
sently $1 .50 per credit, will be
Student Activity fee at $2 . 25 per
raised to $3.00 per credit over the
credit. These fees are also _c'? lnext year. This fee is co llected and
lected by the College, but adminisstrictly admi nistered by the Adtered in a very different method.
ministration of Kean College: The
The Ath letic fee is ad min Ist,'red
monies collected are used primarand superv ised by a Board , w111ch
i ly for student services (Departhas a minority of student _represenments under the supervision of the
tation. It is also a fee th at is on ly asDean of Students Office) . _Included
sessed to ful l-time students ..
in its provisions are serv ices such
The S.L.F .F. Fee is ad m1mstered
as Intramura l Recreation, . H ea l_th by an Advisory Board which reServices , Counseling, . Financial
ports to the President of the. ColAid, various orientations and
lege. Thi s Board has a maionty of
worksl'.\ops and student employ~uden~ .
.
men (. The Col lege has not raised
.
The Student Activity fee is co 1or cha nged this fee for a long t1me_.
lected by the College, bu_
t is adPresently , financial, economic minstered by students . This fee is
and enrol lment indicators _point
what funds the Student O rgamzathe Administration and State in t~e tion Inc., not the Student Act1v1t1es
direction of considering. fee
Office. Student Org. is your autocreases . However, as this writer
nomous
student
government
mentioned in earlier arti c les, the
which provides funding to 31
colleges must keep their fees withGroups (Squ ires First A id Squad ,
in a certain level, 30% of the total
Black Student Union, W.K.N.J.
tuition bill. Kean College has been Radio, College Center Board, etc.)
on record as being one of the lowand provides a large part of_ Colest fees schoo ls in the state and
lege programming and act 1v1t1es.
therefore has the latitud_e to inIt should be very clear that alcrease its fee as it is planning, (The
though these fees a_dd up to make
General Service fee-).
.
one bi 11, they are separate. The adDean of Students Pat Ippolito
ministration and direction vanes
has expressed his concern in keep- with each fee . The Student Act1v 1ty
ing Kean as a low fee school , b_ut fee or Student Org. fee has n ot
also recognizes a strong necessity been raised in a long _time (in fact
fo r the increase . He expl ained th at it was red uced a year ago) and will
in order for the College to _keep_up not be receiving any add1t1onal
its' present Student Services i.e. mon ies as a result of the G~neral
Health Service, Student Employ- Servi ce Fee increase. What ts bement, etc., and even to impro~e/ coming more and more apparent
expand them we need this in- (a nd the increase in the General
crease. The college has not kept up Serv ice Fee is an example), is that
with the rate of inflation as it in order to provide necessary and
shou ld have and vari ous so_urces desired servi ces ou r fees have to
show no significa nt increase in enkeep pace with the times.
ro ll ment (enrollment figures have
levelled off and declines are foreseen).
The General Service Fee is _on
the Board of Trustees meeting
agenda for M arch 21, and it will be
voted on soon.
The General Service fee is not
the only fee on your bill! Obv1-

m-

A Happy Passover

To All Our Friends

College

Total '82-'83 Student
Fees Per Credit($)

Kean
Trenton

7.00
10.30

9.S0
Paterson
7. 7 S
Jersey City
h w that Kean will continue to have
Note: Projections for the nexht y~a~s ;ith regard to student fees.
the lowest, or at worst t e n ,

.r
....-n.·
... .,. \ .
~
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t~ Sid E ..Slicker, ;nd I ai:n

.
leased to offer for sale a hm1ted
P . ·
£BROOKLYN BRIDGE
e d JtJOnO

CERTIFICATES OF
OWNERSHIP!
Each 11" x 15" two colo; certificate
grants the right in nubibus to one
uncommon share of _the Brooklyn
Bridge with all the ~1ghts and .
privileges that entail~.

Whether you are a co!lege student
or a corporat e execuuve you
cannot find a better investment
for your humor portfolio than one
of these signed , numbered , and
; registered certificates.

yE5° Sidii ~~~t ·t~ b~; ;i:e-Br~kl; .....
0

Bri el Send me _certifica~e(s) . I
havegenclosed $5 .00 for each ceruficate
(ppd ) for a total of$
.
·
Mich. residents add applicable sale5 tax .

·c Satisfaction guaranteed.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

Send coupon or facsimile to :

' BROOKLYN BRIDGE
Commodities Exchange
P .O. Box 1882
Dearborn , MI 48121
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-EDITORIAL
Candidate
Endorsements
Every year the Independent interviews the candidates
running for Student Organization Executive Board positions and chooses the students we believe to be the most
qualified to hold office. The Independent endorses the
following candid ates :
Anthony Andreou, ballot #1 is the lndependent's
choice for President of Student Org. Patty Vazquez, ballot# 5 is the most qua Iified to serve as Vice President. The
Independent endorses Ralph Witcher, ballot #8 for Asst.
Treasurer, Cyndy Young, ballot #10 for Secretary and .
Maryanne Rowe, ballot #11 for Asst. Secretary. Both
Young and Rowe are running unopposed.
Cindy Marconi, ballot #12 is running unopposed f~r
National Student Affairs Director and Ernie Kully,-,ballot
#13 as Asst. NSA Director. Both candidates running for
NSA posjtions are unopposed.
The student body should realize the importance of the
Student Org. Elections as the candidates elected to office
are there to serve YOU. The Final Election will be held
in Sloan Lounge of the College Center on Tuesday, March ,
22nd from 9am-Spm.
The Independent-wishes all of the candidates the best
of luck.

Extra-Curricular Activities
Prove To Be An Asset
Education is the total development of the human intellect. This intellect differs us from animals. This is the basis upon which -an average
college student sees his purpose in school. One thing they are shut out
of is an education with extra curricular activities.
This, I believe, is the attitude of most scholars to their educational
life. I expected the trend of thought to be different in the case of the foreign students but I was di'sappointed.
Due to the fact that we are from different countries with different cul , tures and traditions, I thought it all the more reason why we should be
more enthusiastic about getting involved in things we' ve not been exposed to.
Having been exposed to various activities on Campus, for the past
two years, I think I can say without -as doubt, that I have achieved a lot
from being involved . This has not in any way affected my GPA negatively, rather it has broadened my outlook on I ife.
If I could do what I'm doing and achieving tremendously from it, I
don't see why any other foreign student could not do the same. You
have to decide you want to get involved.

/

Tickets .for this year's Senior Prom, to be
held at the Copacabana in New York go on
sale on Monday, Apri I 4 in the Student Center. Ticket prices are $50 (no checks please)
and are open to Seniors first and then the
College Community after April 15. Transportation to and from N. Y. is available @
$10/couple.
The Copa offers 5 hot chafing dishes with
3 buffet stations, s~x hours of open bar with
premium liquors, assorted salads and cold
platters. Over J5 hot hours 'd'oeuvres will
also be available. Two D.J.'s are also provided. Beim photographers will be there for
Prom pictures. Details will be provided at
the table.

Immanuel Adeleye
President, International Students Association
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Ap-p lause! Appl ause!
I am happy to commend you all on upgradi ng the quality of our vital "voice" on campu s. The articles are most
interestingly wri tten and cover vital issues that reflect our
chaging times .
Keep up the good work!
Jeanne Major

Al I For Freedom
First, I would like to thank the INDY for publishing my
letter on.3/3/83 . The INDY has done a commendable job
of expressi ng all sides of most controversial issues. I
would also like to thank Jim Kurd yla and -George Falkowski for taking the time to read and respond to my letter. However, I wou ld like to clear up some misconceptions.about myself and the Kean Collegt! Peace Center.
Neither my last letter or thi s one w ill be the last time
that you hear about the draft resistance revo lution in
Ameri ca . It is true that no one has asked me to kill anyone ... yet. But filling out the postcard is a• statement that
the government may call me for service if they need me.
They cannot. I don't support the Selective Service System, and I w il l not lead them to believe that I do.
I' m all for freedom , but not at the cost of somebody's
life. That is too high a price for me. I don't expect anyone
else to die for my freedom either.
'
In response to Jim Kurdyla ' s letter: You said you didn't
intend to change you opinions for the likes of me. I don't
expect you to. I cleary validated the si ncerity of _your
comments in the last paragraph of my letter, although I
· don't agree with them . I respect your opinions just the
way it is, but you don't-seem to respect mi ne at al l ! A free
country is that in which one is allowed to choose their
own opinion . It's okay with me if you don' t agree with
my opinion, but it seems like you w on't allow me to have
mine, without persecuting me for it I don't expect you
to resist the draft; why do you expect me to comply with
it because you think it's right?
I do respect human life. I respect It more than anything.
Wh y must I picket the Sov;et Mis~io(I in. New. Yc,wk C ity
to prove it to you( My work ~ oncentrated on world
hunger, global peace, ending the nuclear arms race, and
. education , not the Polish solidarity movement.
Lastly, I must clear up some bu siness about the Kean
College Peace Center, of which I am a member. We advocate a MUTUAL, VERIFIABLE FREEZE on all further
testing, deployment, and production of nuclear
weapons. MUTUAL and VERIFIABLE is the only kind of
a freeze with the Soviet Union that w e advocate.
The Russians do NOT lead us 3 to 1 in nuclear missiles.
Their megatonnage is greater than our to compensate for
their accuracy, w hich is nowhere near as good as ours .
It is a " buckshot" approach . Bear in mi nd that if one of
the superpowers can destr9y the Earth 9 .4 times, and the
other a meager 8.7, THAT IS PARITY! Also, our strategic
position of these missiles is FAR superior to theirs (Check
the true tigures Jim!) . The Peace Center has said noth ing
about reduction , and we do not advocate anything unilateral. The emphasis is on a mutual FREEZE towa rd s reducti"ons.
We do not advocate "wars of liberation " by Communist insurgents in South Africa and El Salvador (Where
the heck did you get this one from ??) .
We certainly do not spread propaganda that the U .S.
is a blood thirsty ogre, while the Soviet Union is angeli c.
I think that by now the consensus Is that both sides are
scared-stiff of what the other might do next. The FREEZE
is a way to take the edge off of this, whi le concu rrntly restoring our economy and providing funds to ed ucation,
human needs, medical science, and the total rehabilitation of our country to where it could and should be.
Neither I nor the Peace Center called anyone a " partriotic fool ," nor do we expect to be called " unpatriotic
fools" because our views differ. This country can remain .
free, unabused, arid priveleged without an unreasonable
nuclear-weapons build-up or total compliance with the
draft.
After all , we only have ONE PLAN.ET, and we_all have
to share it (Yes, even with the Ruskysl) .

With.peace to ALL,
David A. Cohen

The Kean College Branclr of the Franklin
State Bank will be closed from March 26,
1983 through April 3, 1983. During this
period of time renovations will be made to
provide for improved services to the Kean
CQllege Community.
The Townley Branch of the Franklin State
Bank on Morris Avenue will be open during
this time and you may have your banking
needs attended to at that Branch.
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Solomon Bill
Den ial of Due Process?
Sorry to disappoint George Falkowski, but here' s
another letter on the subject of financial aid and suspected Selective Service violat9rs. Independent readers
may have grown tired of this weekly soap opera, but recent letters by George Falkowski and Jim Kurdyla have
clouded the real issue. Mr. Falkowski eagerly attempted
to separate the dr_aft from draft registration, but failed to
make the vital disti nction between draft registration and
the Solomon Bill.
The Solomon Bill req uires financial aid applicants to
provide proof of compliance with Selective Service regu lations. Since failing to register for the draft has been determined to be a crime, it might be conceivable to deny
fi nancial aid to convicted violators. What I find objectionable about this bill is the presumption of guilt. A look
into our Constitution will reveal that a person is "innocent
until proven guilty." Requ iring a suspected violator to
prove his innocence would be a major repudiation of our
j_udicial process. If you look further into that same document, (This may be of particular interest to Mr. Kurdyla),
you will also find that due process is not a privelege reserved for a select few, but a consti tutional right guaranteed to all.
To regress from the Solomon bill issue, as recent letters
have been fond of, I would like to address other questions
that have been raised . Contradictions to Mr. Falkowski's
contention that overreaction characterizes draft regi stration foes, can be found in his own letter. He contend s that
registratio"n is a simple act of "fi lling out a postcard," yet
he endorses denial of financial aid opportunities to suspected violators, determined it to be "doing one's duty, "
and also found it necessary to cite those w ho have fought
and died for America's freedoms. Such an emotional response from Mr. Falkowski and a federal felony conviction for violators, are hardly characteristic of a simple
matter. The theoretical granting of financial aid to convicted mass murderers and denial of it to suspected Selective Service violators leaves the motivation behind this
regulation open to some serious questions. .
I do not dispute that this country must defend itself, a
, ~ s e inrwhich I will be a willing participant. This Is not
based on our name, the flag, or "the uni orm," but oo the
freedoms that have made us the greatest nation on earth .
Without them , we are just Ii ke anyone else. The Solomon
bill's denial of due process is a giant step in that backward
direction.
JimGilrain

Kean Peace Center
Opposed to
Imperialist Activites
The two letter (Independent, March 10) criticizing
David Cohen for his courageous, persona l decision not
to " kill another human being" and to live to "support
others not destroy them ," reflects the conservative
ideolgy. Both , however, are based on inaccurate facts
and a lack of understanding of our Constitution .
George Fal kowski, in his letter, claims " it seems on ly
just" that the government withhold financial aid from
those students who do not register for the draft. Hi s assertion totally ignores the constitutional guarantee of due
process, which provide~ that the individual not be
punished without a hearin g. Withholding financial aid
for those who do not regi ster is punishment witho ut due
process .
In the other letter Jim Kurdyla claims that the " Russians
lead us 3 to 1 in nuclear miss iles." Accordi ng to .the 1982
An nual Report of the Pentagon for the Defense Department, there is a rough parity between the United States
and Russia in terms of nuclear weapons . For example: although Russia has more strategi c missi les than the U.S.,
our missiles hve 2000 more nuclear warheads on them
and are more broadly dispersed. Over half of our
weapons are deployed aboard invulnerable submarines.
In contrast 70% of Ru ssia's missi les are in land based silos
which are more vulnerable to attack.
Mr. Kurdyla feels that "the draft should be rei nstated
due to the current world situation" and cites South Africa
and El Sa lvador as countries in which the "Communists"
are encouragi ng disruptions of the peace. The government in South Africa is the most racist and one of the most
repressive in the world . El Salvador's record for civil
rights violations is not much better despite claims to the
contrary by the Reagan administration . Ir is perfectly justifiable for the people in those countries to want to
change their rulers. The Kean College Peace Center is opposed to the policy of apartheit in South Africcj and to
U .S. intervention in El Sa lvador.
As for Mr.· Kurdyla' s claim that the \(ean C ollege Peace
Center engages in Hspreading prop_ag.and-i! which ma\<: s
the United States look like a blood thirst,rog,-.,., while rife

Soviet Union is depicted as an 'angelic' nation," I challenge him to prove that statement or to withdraw it with
an apology . The Kean College Peace Center supports a
bi lateral, verifiable nuclear freeze as do the majority of
voters in New Jersey. We are opposed to the imperialistic
activities of both Russia and the United States and are
committed to a world in which everyone can live in
peace.
For Peace,
Ms. Ellen Goldblatt, President
Kean College Peace Center

America is Sti 11
the Greatest Nation Draft Unnecessary
I am writing in response to Jim Kurdyla 's letter in which
he explains his beliefs for supporti ng the military draft. I
am not going to burden you with a " no-win ideology,"
but I also will not agree with your pro-registration thinking.
.
The United States was at its weakest in the 1930's and
we did not engage in war. Your references attacked the
" peaceful saints" of the 1%O's who open ly objected to
partaking in a " police action" where we did not belong.
This to me, Mr. Kurdyla , is a courageous, not a cowardly
act.
I respect and support human life and I will not take the
life of another human unless mine is threatened. This
does not, in any way, mean that I am a "peaceful saint"
or a member of Kean College' s Peace Center. Your beliefs
are that the United States should be ahead of the Soviet
Union in a nuclear arms race. I ask, what is the difference
if the U .S.S. R. is capable of disintegrating the earth three
times while the U.S. can only do it twice? Once this
world is gone it is not coming back.
I do not think you are a " patriotic fool" but I do-think
you are a power hungry imperialist. The United States
should set a diplomatic precedent for the rest of the world
instead of trying to win a loser's race. I will not go to war
for a few aristocrats who are trying to protect their hidden
interests in another country .
In closing, I would like to say that America still is the
greatest nation on earth , and there is no need for the military draft if R.O.T.C. enrollments and p,ilitary enlistments are increasi ng.
Si ncerely yours,
Steppen Mc Manus

The Kean College Professional
Women's Association is sponsoring a
one-week trip to London aboard PanAm for $499.00 plus a ·15% tax and
service charge.

Round-trip Pan-Am flight with
complimentary food and beverage
served each way * motorcoach transportation between airport and hotel
* a welcome get-together * accommodations for seven nights (on a double occupancy basis) at the West
Centre Hotel or Royal Kensington
Hotel, * special guided tours includ-

ing antique shots, museums, London
pubs, Buckingham Palace, 10 Down-

ing Street and much more, * special
shopping discounts have been arranged for china shops, clothes, toy,s,
etc.
additional optional side-trips

*

will be available.
Reservation forms can be obtained
from Ann Walko, Willis Hall, Room
110, Kean College. Deadline for acc~ting reservations is March 31,
1983. Additional information can be
obtained by c_a lling 527-2539.
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'Social Ordering' lniportant In Choosing Center
Despite increasingly tough admissions standards, most students
who apply to college do get in. The
reasons they choose to apply to
certain colleges instead of others,
however, have as much to do with
their fam ily backgrounds as with
their academic skills, two recent
studies by the College Board
found.

Weekly Spotlight

tions.
Seventy-five percent of · all of all applicants.
But the study also found that half
Those results, study director
freshmen ' applicants are accepted
by the colleges they apply to, ac- of all freshmen applicants this fall Robert Zemsky says, "a re significording to one of the studies which opted to attend two-year colleges, cant as well as volatile."
" People will be a little surprised
surveyed over 2500 colleges and ·. and that 90 percent of all freshmen
at public institutions are in-state and a little reluctant to accept the
universities nationwide.
notion that educational accessi bilTwo-year colleges admitted 95 students .
Those figures support prelimi- ity is bound by social .ordering,"
percent of their freshmen applicants this fall, while four-year in- nary findings of another College Zemsky says.
Students may have the opportustitutions admitted only 60 percent Board study which shows tbat, although it may be relatively easy for nity to apply and gain acceptance
students to get into virtually any at a wide range of institvtions, he
college they choose, most students sayd, but are in fact guided predopsychologically restrict them- minantly by their parents' income
selves to certain types of institu- and ed ucational background, and

by the students' SAT (Scholastic
Aptitude Test) scores .
Students whose families earned
$35,000 or more, whose parents
both had bachelor's degrees, and
who scored more than 1000 on the
SAT, wi ll most likely apply to a nationally-known
university,
Zemsky reports .
On the other hand, students
with lower family incomes, lesseducated parents, and lower SAT
scores will typically choose a college close to home with a less exclusive reputation .

Council For
,-----------------------------Leadership Application '83
Exceptional Chil~ren
April 15 -17
By Carolyn Engle

The Council For Exceptional
Children (CEC) has a purpose to
spread happiness and understanding, while having fun at the same
time.
Besides educating the public on
the special problems and needs of
these children, CEC is also helping
themselves, through guest speakers, films , parties and monthly
meetings. The group gains valuable experience by learning things
one can't find in a text book.
For example this week, Mrs.
Judy Munsey gave a talk about
what it is like living with three
learning disabled children . The
staff of CEC walked away with
some insight on exactly how
to_ugh, yet rewarding, it is to raise
exceptional children .
Each month CEC designates a
particular handicap for their spot~
light and all their activities revolve
around it. For Example, March is
Learning Disabilities Month, and a
fil m, " Introduction to Learning

lege, which will be sponsored by
the Institute for Human Services.
Besides guest speakers and films
CEC is sponsori ng an 8 hour Dance
Marathon. This year, there will be
registration fee. All money raised
will go to an organization that
works with emotionally disturbed
children. Beer and food will be
sold, and activities such as·a kissing booth and other "surprises"
will be included . Registration for
those who wish to participate will
be March 21-25, and the event will
take place in the cafeteria April 15
from 5: 00-1 :00 . You do not need
to beaCEC member to participate.
The group's parties are a favorite
for both the members and their
"guests." Since the group is so dedicated to their "fun with a purpose" image, they invite handicapped people to participate. "The
evenings are always a lot of fun,
and everyone walks away happy
and sm iling," said CEC president
Josephine biGirolamo.
Besides Ms. DiGirolamo, the

Disabilities"

along

Executive Board is made-up of Sue

with the speaker mentioned earlier. "Learning Disabilities Month"
is going to be extended until the
first week of April , and on April 5
the guest speaker will be a student
teacher who will speak to the
group and answer question s about
resource room work and student
teaching.
April 9 brings a Learning Disabilities Conference to the Col-

Anderson - V.P., Lee-Ellen Burgoyne-V.P., Pati Vida-Secretary
and Donna McCarthy- Treasurer.
They all w ork closely with Advisor
Mimi Rosenberg.
Anyone who would like to join
CEC should calf 351-5730orcome
see them in CC 122. Meetings are
not always mandatory, so any help
and support you could give will be
gratefully accepted .

was

shown

Name

Address

Phone
Organization Affiliation
Have yol:I attended Leadership before?
When?

***

No Alcoholic Beverages Allowed

***

Please return application with $5.00 fee to Tom O'Donnell in Student Organizatior:i by April 4th.

-- -- - - -- - - - - - ----- - - -- - - - - - ---- - -

How to procrastinate tastefully.

Kean Is Heard
In Washington D. C.
On Monday, March 7th, the Unites States Student Association held
its annual lobby and action day in
. Washington D .C. The main topics
of interest were the Solomon
Amendment, Cuts in Financial
Aid, and Title 9 DiscrilT)ination
Acts. Through the N .S.A. office,
here at Kean, a bus . of Kean students helped to make the population of approximately 4,000 students from across the coun,try. The
day was divided into two sections .
For the first part of the day students
went around to their individual
representatives and lobbied on the
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key issues. It was the first time
many of these students got the
chance to actually hear from , and
talk to, congresspersons and senators.
The students met at the steps of
the capitol, and together with senators and congresspersons, rallied
to stop President Reagan's unfair
pol icies towards students. Several
key speakers appea red including
Senator Gary Hart, who is.a democrat running for President of the
United States. Patricia Schroder,
Congressperson, who is asking fo r
a repeal to the Solomon Amendment also spoke and turned the
crowd into a glorious uproar .
The directors of Kean's N .S.A.
Office arrived in Wash ington,
D.C. five days before the rally to
get information on the topics to be
discussed and also to help plan the
rally. The President of the United
States Student Association, Janice
Fine, noted that Kean has been
very active this year, and schools
throughout the nation are familiar
with it. Janice Fine pointed to the
work of the newly formed New Jersey Student Association in making
New Jersey a strong political force
throughout student politics. During the weekend, the NJSA joined
the USSA and presented them with
a $1 ,000 check.
The trip to Washinton, D .C. was
a great success and dueto the hard
work of students across the nation,
the students' voices were heard .
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JerseY Lyric Opera To Perform Verdi's "Rigoletto"
3

The Jersey Lyric Opera Company will open it' s Premier season
at Kean College with the grand
opera "Rigoletto. " Verdi ' s masterpiece will be presented at the
Eugene G . Wilkins Theater, Kean
College, Union, N.J ., 07083 on
Saturday April 9, 1983 at 8 p .m .
Senator C. Louis Bassano of the
21st District, will arrange for Governor Kean , a true patron of the
arts, to open this gala performance .
Appearing in the title role,
Richard Gratton, baritone, will
realize the dream of all baritones,
to sing Rigoletto . H e has won c ritical acclaim as a "first rate splendid
singing actor," and has appeared
with such luminaries as Roberta
Peters and Gilda Cruz Romeo. His
dashing good looks and rich
baritone have made him a favorite
of audiences in the United States.
This May he wil l make his European debut in Milan and Paris.
Mary Nettum, soprano, will portray the role of Countess Ceprano.
She has toured the Mid-West in
concerts, and has appeared with
the Jersey Lyric Opera in productions of "Carmen" and "Die.Fledermaus." She has also appeared frequently in concert in New Jersey
and New York. A resident of
Chatham, New Jersey, Miss Nettum has appeared in five Broadway plays and musicals and toured·
as Mrs. Malloy in " Hello Dolly ."

INDEPENDENT

Richard Gratton and Mary Wettum will appear in "Rigoletto" on April 9 at Wilkins.

Fedor Kaba lin of the New Jersey merly chairman of the music deSymphony Orchestra , composer partment at Kean College of New
and prize winning Conductor, has Jersey, Maestro Kabalin now
graciously consented to raise his teaches at the Manhattan School of
baton for the Opera Company. The Music.
Maestro has composed back- .
The Director, Vern Henry Smith
ground music for films and has led 0f Scotch Pla ins, is a professor of
m~ny symphony orchestras. For- . Theatre Arts at Rutgers, Newark,

Pop: "A Kiss in the Dream House"
By Dave Wuethrich
Siouxsie and the Banshees are
one of the few survivors of the
British punk emergence of 1976.
Over the years they have grown
and progressed in the music field .
With their last two albums,
Kaleidoscope and Juju, they have
gained a modicum of success in
Britain . Over here in the states they
are virtually unknown, except for a
few sta lwart free-form and college
stations , they receive little or no
airplay whatsoever.
Their music has progressed from
guitar laden punk to modern progressive, with overtones of surrealism . Always with Siouxsie
Sioux's unique voca l talents leading the way .
The Banshees current roster of
players is: Long-tim e member Steven Severin on bass, John
McGoech . on
guitars
and
keyboards, and a very blond man
named Budgie pounding the ski ns.
Their latest gift to us is "A Kiss in
the Dreamhouse." A se lf-produced album that smacks with typical
Siouxsie
and
the
Banshees
psychedelic imagery. A slightly
bizarre album to be sure, but can
we expect anything less?
The opening track, "Cascade,"
is typical of the Banshees style,
With excellent guitar work by
McGoech . A rich and flowing fastpaced song of dying love. " Echoing the revolver, Emptying into my
mouth/ Oh love-lorn victims
laughing; Laughing in cascades."
The imagery gets more· bizarre in
the the song "Green Fingers, "
about a woman with extraordinary
botanical powers. So good in fact
that when one of her fingers is se•
vered, she plants it and a new hand

Lecture: The Profession of Playwright

grows. "A finger hewn-planted
Mrs. Estelle Ritchie of Brooklyn,
and sewnt It's reaching ... And a former actress and retired memgroping- a clammy handshake ber of the English department at
clawing the ivy." The eeriness of Kean College of New lersey, will
the song is set off in the opening return at 1 :40 p .m. Tuesday, April
with weird flute melodies.
5, to speak on #The Profession of
"She's a Carnival" gets back to Playwright. " The program will be
the pandemonium side ofThe Ban- held in Downs Hall, Room B. It is
shees, with excellent instrumental free and open to the public.
rapport. Fast guitar and steady
After spending 20 years in the
drum riffs make the song flow . At theater, Mrs. Ritchie joined the
the song's end we are treated to a college' s faculty in 1963, as an inbit of calliope-like organ playing. structor. She was promoted to as"Melt!" is full of weird sexual im- sistant professor in 1968, and reagery with haunting mandolin tired on February 1, 1980. She
playing that gives it a Spanish flair. taught courses in ~reative writing,
"S lowdive" makes nice use of playwriting,
Elizabethan
and
strings along with a danceable Stuart drama, Restoration and
melody .
Eighteenth Century drama, Ibsen,
" Painted Bird" begins with a
fu nky beat that develops into a
melange of organ, guitars, and
cymbals to form one of the best
Un Sunday, March 27, at 7:30
tracks on the album. A song about p.m . The Duke Ellington Band,
the " ugly duck" in all of us we must conducted by Mercer Ellington,
get rid of. "On lead poisoned will perform at Kean C~llege in
wings - you try to sing, Freak beak Wilkins Theater.
shrieks are thrown - at your confusThe late Ellington, who helped
ing hue."
to bring jazz into the concert halls
Probably the most offbeat track of the worl d, achieved an eclectic
is "Cocoon." Set in a be-bop beat style combining blues, various
with snare drums keeping it forms of jazz, and the big-band
bluesy. A strange song about se- sound of swi ng music.
vere introversion.
The event is being spons9red by
As with most of Siouxsie and the the Hillside Band Parents AssociaBanshees albums some songs are a tion . Proceeds from the concert are
littl e too drownout. Such is the intended to help fund a future band
case with "Obsession" and "Cir- competition trip to Toronto
cle." Overdub is used too freely Canada for the students of H illside
also, but when the songs are good, High School pariicipating in the
they are very good .
band .
The average album buyer might
Tickets for the event are $12.50,
be put off by the Banshee' s sou nd , $8 .50, and $25 .00 for patrons,
but those of us who are a Iittle more which includes a reception. For
adventurous and weird will ap- ticket information contact the Wilpreciate
"A
Ki ss
in
the kin s Theater Box Office at 527Dream house."
2337.

Strindberg, Chekov, Shaw, Briti sh
women writers and modern
drama.
While a member of the Kean
College faculty, she spent a summer at Cincinatti's Playhouse iii
the Park and appeared in an offBroadway play. She also wrote "A
New England Legend" in verse, a
play based on Nathaniel Hawthorne's book, "The Scarlet Letter." It
was presented by the Kean College
Theatre under the direction of Dr.
Margaret Dunn. It subsequently
was read by professional actors at
the Jersey City Public Library at the
Five Corners Branch and produced
by the Equity Library Theatre at
Lincoln Center and in St. Loui s,

Missouri .
She also wrote, "Autumn Ripe,"
which has been read by groups.
,he Boston native is a member
of the Dramatists Guild and Author's League. She has written six
pl ays for the Boston Tributary Chi ldren's Theater qnd won writing fellowships at the University of North
Carolina, the MacDowell Colony
and the Virginia Center for Creative Arts.
Her ta lk, the fourth in a series
being sponsored by the English department, will survey new developments in playwriting. She
, also will give hints concerning
howto begin .

•
Kean t~ Swing With Duke Ellington Band

Duke Ellington

ence is much greater than Gallup statistics were even for President
Polls have recorded for any previ- Kennedy .
Q us president.
Results of combined January
1983 surveys indicated significant
According to the New York
differences between the sexes on
Times, Sunday, March 6, 1983, Reagan's handling of the eco:
the following statisti cs are true of
nomy,· where 33 percent of the
said they approved of Reagan' s the past several presidents: women
men, but only 26 percent of the
handling of his job, while 33 per-~ were more favorable by one perwomen approved. On his hancent of the women approved .
centage point than men to Presidling of the defense issues, 53 perSince Reaga n took office in dents Carter and Ford, and two
cent of the men approved, wi_th
1980, t,he average percentage of percentage points more approving
only 36 percent of the women apmen approving of his policies has than men of President Eisenhower.
proving.
been 54 percent, with 45 percent Men were three points more apof women approving. That differ- prov.ing of President )ohnson. The . lmplicatipns qf. this survey will

~
According to the latest Gallup
Poll , women continue to have
lower opinions of President
Reagan than men ; this difference is
approximately three times as great
as was found in any other president.
.fO{ty percent of the men polled

N .J. His list of credits is very long, ets and information call Wilkins
most recently "Born Yesterday" Theater box office at 527-2337.
and "The Fantastiks."
(Box Office hours : 10:00 - 8:00
Prices for the performance are p.m ., Monday through Thursday
$50.00 for Patrons (i ncluding a and 10:00- 2:00 p .m. on Friday. )
"Meet the Artists" Reception)
Funding has been made avail$10.00 reserved sea ts, $6.00 able by the New Jersey State CounSenior Citizens/ Students. For tick- cil on the Arts, Governor Kean .

be borne out in 1984, when
women will significa ntly help to
determine the future course of thi s
country.
Please note: Womantalk Programs
held every Wednesd ay at noon in
Downs Hall Alumni Lounge . All
are welcome!
March 23, " How to be Your
Own Best Parent, " Nancy Bristol ,
MSW, ACSW .
April 6, "Will You be Old,
Female, and Poor?" Dr. Francy
Wase, Professor, Kean College
Sociology Dept.
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A raging juror (Paul Curcio Ill) is being restrained by jurors, John Jasakanos and the foreman played by Phil Duffy.

Paul Curcio expresses his fury the case has

Seth Newfield presents his arguments to the jurors during a very intense scene.
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Twelve Angry Men

ons continue as Seth Newfield speaks down to Glenn Wolfson (left).

The racial prejudice is evident in the speech delivered by lerry Crapis (right) to Michael Worlds. Both
men are characters on a jury.

Twelve Angry Men - One Fabulous Show

ated (Jim Cronin pictured on the left).

By Mark Yablonsky
sure from his fellow jury mates,
Before a near-capacity crowd in No. 8 (played impressively by Jim
the Zella Fry Theater (Vaughn- Cronin) adheres to his belief that
Eames 119), Reginald Rose's clas- , not enough evidence was presic "Twelve Angry Men, " opened sented in the boy's defense during
on Wednesday, March 2nd at 8 the trial. The biggest obstacle in
p.m. "Twelve Angry Men" is a stir- No. B's attempt to reason with his
ring and powerful drama that not mates is Juror No. 3, played brilonly examines liberty and justice, liantly by Paul Curcio Ill. This ca llbut it also proves just how danger- ous man (the character, not the
ous it can be to rush into an impul- actor) is a perfect study of belligersive decision. Placed in a swelter- ~ ence and frustration at its very best,
ing jury room in New York City for No. 3 is a sadistic bully deterduring the summerof 1955, twelve mined to have his way, no matter
men unfamiliar with one another what the cost. These two jurors
must decide on the fate of a teen - representing opposite ends of logic
aged hoodlum, who has been ac- are the main figures of controversy
cused of murdering his abusive as they attempt to impose their refather. The twelve jurors all pos- spective views on the others. At
sess remarkably different per- first it appears that the evidence
sonalities that range from meek against the teenager is indeed
and passive to forceful and overwhelming. A crippled old
courageous. And this is precisely man living directly beneath the
where the conflict begins. At the apa rtment where the murder took
start of the play, eleven of the place, swears he heard the defena
jurors are anxious to render a guilty dant threaten his father's life a
verdict, partially because they are mere second before the crime ocsure the defendant is guilty, and curred. An old woman living in an
partially because they are in a big apartment building directly opporush to get home. But there is one site that of the boy's, claims to
holdout who remains uncon- have witnessed
the murder
vinced of the boy's guilt - Juror through the windows of a passing
No. 8. Despite tremendous pres- train (in those days, elevated trains

were not uncommon in New
York) . And to top it all off, the
youth has a long and turbulent history of violence, which does little
to improve his already meager
chances of acquittal. But No. 8 begins to probe, and his fellow jurors
begin to doubt the boy's guilt.
Perhaps the best way to sum up the
overall message behind this brilliant drama would be to examine
this moving insight by Dr. James
Murphy, the show's director: " It
seems to us, and we hope it will
seem to you, an insightful look into
our ability as thinking people to
persuade and be persuaded, to listen, to overcome prejudice, and to
hold onto the belief that human life
is the most important thing in our
existence.~
Enough cannot be said about the
resplendent acting of the entire
cast of thirteen, which besides
Curcio and Cronin, also includes
Pi lip Duffy (Foreman), Michael Alfonso Uuror No. Two}, Vincent
Yannone Uuror No. Four}, Thomas
Kartelias Ouror No. Five}, Michael
Worlds Ouror No. Six), Seth Newfeld Uuror No. Seven), Glenn
Wolfson Ouror No. Nine), Jerry
Crapis Ouror No. Ten), Donald

Meehan Uuror No. Eleven), John
Tsakanos Ouror No. Twelve), and
Thomas Williams Ill (The Guard).
No matter how good a script is,
you simply cannot have a successful production withou t' a quality
cast. Needless to say, this is more
than a quality cast. It also seems
quite fitting that this production
should be directed by someone as
talented as Jim Murphy. His outstanding leadership ability and
sensitivity would be an asset to almost any theater production ,
amateur or otherwise.
Finally, the costumes and lighting in this play are quite sufficient
in terms of effect. For example, all
the Jurors wear suits, but no time
do any of the characters leave the
stage, except for intermission. And
although it is somewhat modest,
the set in this particular production
does not require an extensive
background, because probably no
jury room should be overly detailed in appearance . In this case,
a paneled wall, the American Flag,
a portrait of the late President
Dwight D. Eisenhower (he was in
office when th is play was written},
and a water cooler are more than
enough.

1;·~1(1J~◄
Adventure Education: Outward Bound

Backpacking, mou ntaineering,
rock climbing, canoeing, skiing,

snowshoeing, sailing, cycling,
rafting, and even caving form the
core of the Outward Bound experience, depending on the environment in which the course takes
place. Previous outdoor skills are
unnecessary, as is special equipment other that personal clothing
and boots. Each smal I group of students has one or more expert instructors and specialists who help

that the majority has an edge on us
educationally or intellectually. It's
the fact that this edge is labeled
"special favor," meani ng that
some can break ru les w hile others
can't. This forces minori ties of
Kean to use stiff opposition when
being treated unfairly. We have
our rights, and have to stop settl ing
for "There is nothing I can do about
it;" coming from teachers or
school officials.
Some of the thi ngs we must attack may be our quality of teaching, J thletics, housi ng, etc. In all
fairness I w ill make the following
evaluations from complaints I've
heard. Evalui,1.tion No. 1 - Teaching: There are many categories of
teachers : excellent, good, poor,
and slave drivers. Slave drivers
have a tendency to forget that students have other classes, therefore, they pile on huge sums of
work and expect all your concentration to focus on their classes.
Then there are professors who give
few notes and expect you to
• memorize a 30 page chapter.
Notes are effective for recall. In ad-

pays for other things besides their
cl asses.
Evaluation No. 2 - Housing: As
a former employee of housing I
think I have insight into its negative
aspects. In addition to charging,
over-charging, and re-charging individuals for bills, they fail to fix
the things they charge people for.
You fi nd yourself being charged for
something that was never fixed
that someone from a previous
semester damaged. This is intolerable. It's your responsibi lity to
yourself to investigate the reasons
why, and to protest them if they' re
unfai r. I th ink it's also important to
consider the fact that out of 28
housing employees, only six are
minorities.
This
I imbalance
should be questioned .
Evaluation No. 3 - Students: I
hope all the students will take
more affective steps in seeing that
justice is done. Those steps will
have to be through petitions, protests, meetings, letters to the
editor, and if necessary, through
the court system. It's ti me for
change at Kean , and time to re-

dition, large books are expensive,

member that we students are a

Over 8,000 men and women,
both adults and students, will take_
part in a unique program called
· "Outward Bound" this year. Designed so that participants will
meet challenging experiences in
the wilderness settings at all times
of the year, Outward Bound
courses take place in more than a
dozen states. While many come to
Outward' Bound seeking a taste of

By Wendell Ball
Here we are in this educational
institution of equal opportunity.
Educational sticks, but I have some
trouble with equal. Why? Well,
equal means the same treatment
for all regardless of race or sex.
Here at Kean College we have an
abundance of different cultures.
Yet, as always the larger abundance gets thei r treatment, we get
our treatment and so on.
I have always had trouble figuring out why some people are
treated better than others, and why
difference in sex or race is one of
the main reasons. Variety makes
the world go round, if we were all
from the same culture, and of the
same race it would be sickening,
provided that we all knew difference was existent.
Obviously
these
myths,
stereotypes, and lies we are told as
children are false. The truth is that
you can't judge a book by its
cover, and you can't disli ke someone if you don't know them . Parents should enlighten their children's1 perspective before they

high adventure - and they'll probably get it- most will leave with a
new understanding of themselves
after discovering they are capable
of doing things they might previously have thought "impossible."
Outward Bound believes many
limits are self-imposed .

them develop outdoor and inter- est tuition loan plans, some for up
personal skills, culminating in a to th ree years.
"final expedition," with minimal
Outward Bound courses are ofinstructor supervision, relying on fered year-round and last from 5 to
what they have learned during the 26 days. For information, write
course. Academic credit is often Outward Bound, Inc., 384 Field
available , as is financial aid based Point Road, Greenwich, CT
on need. In addition, several Out- 06830, or call toll free 800-243ward Bound schools offer no-i nter- 8520 (except in Connecticut).

boring, and run students into a group, and need each other. The
hole financially . It's unfair when " It's all about me" attitude won't
enter an educational institution
w ith this type of ignorance, it only notes or teachers rarely refer to make it. If the students support
them. Maybe we' re just helping each other's causes and organizaslows down progress.
I fee l Kean College lacks the the book companies. Professors tions, this attitude will reflect on
qualities of a great educational in- should also remember the educa- the majority. W e need time to be
stitution, because like many other tional budget cuts. Some students alone, to th ink, and be ourselves,
institutions, it is slowing down the receive no financi al aid, other's but this doesn't mean we can't
progress of the minorities. It' s not aid is lim ited, and financial aid help one another.
•:-:-:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:::-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•:::::•:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-:-:-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-::::::::::::::::::,::;.;::::::,•:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-::

Upcoming Events
Muscial- "Three Ships"

"Planning For Work"

Women thinking about employment or education toward a career
should consider, "Planning for
Work," a course being offered by
EVE, Adult Advisory Services at
Kean College of New Jersey.
- Classes w ill meet from 9:30 to
11 :30 am on six Tuesdays starting
April 19. An EVE (Education, Vocation, Employment) counselor will
help those attending to assess interests, values and skills.
In addition, volunteer experiences will be evaluated, careers
Atlantic City Trip
will be investigated and goals w ill
The Cuban Committee is holdbe developed . The course includes
ing a trip to Atl antic City on Sunvocational interest testing. Regisday, April 10. The bus departs
tration by April 12 can be comfrom Kean at 8:30 am, and will repleted through EVE at 527-2210.
turn by 8 pm . Tickets for the trip
are $14.00. Ticket information
may be obtained in the fore ign language department on the third
Lectu5es On Gandhi
floor in Hutchinson Hall. There
The Office of Community Serwill be no refund of money devices is pleased to annou_
nce a four
posits.
part lecture series on Gandhi . This
lecture series will be presented to
the college and the community by
Art Exhibition
Dr. Mervyn C. D'Souza.
A master's thesis exhibition will
Dr. D'Souza is an Associate Prorun from April 4 through the 27 at fessor and Chairman of Philosophy
the College Gallery in Vaughn- and Religion at Kean College. Dr.
Eames Hall. In addition a recep- D'Souza' s writings on Gandh i
tion will be held on April 10 from have appeared in both national
2 to 5 pm . The Gallery is open on and international journals.
Monday through Thursday from 10
Program
am to 2 pm and 5 to 9 pm . The
April 6, 1983 : Ghandi: Biogexhibition is made possible in part
raphy and Philosophy; April 13,
bythe generous support of the
1983: Conflict Resolution through
Council for part-time students, the
Non-Violence; April 20, 1983:
Graduate Council, and student acGandhi's Reflect~ on Religion;
tivities.
"Three Sh ips" a musical, will be
presented by Sayreville Junior
High School on Tuesday, M arch
22 at 11 am in the Little Theatre.
The production will be directed by
M arie
Osol inski
and
Gary
Hellwig, Kean College Music
Alumn i. There is no charge for the
event and everyone is welcome to
attend .

•••

•••

•••

April 27, 1983: Ghandhi 's Leadership.
These lectures w ill be presented
in Hutchinson Hall, JlO0 at 8:00
pm . Admission price $ 1' .50 per
session or $5. 00 for the four part
series. Tickets are available at the
Community Service Office located
in the Adm inistration Building,
Second Floor, or can be purchased
at the door.

•••

Radio Theatre Auditions
The WKNJ Rad io Theatre will be
holding auditions for
"The
Blackmail that Never W as," a
radio play by Emmanuel Adeleye.
The aud itions will be held on
Wednesday, March 23 from 3:00
until 7 :00 pm in Studio B of WKNJ
on the th ird floor of Dougall hall.
Call backs w ill be on Friday,
March 25th . Copies of the play w il l
be available for readi ng in the reserve book room of the library beginning March 21st. Ask for the
play by , Emmanuel Adeleye's
name or by "The Blackmail that
Never Was ."
There are four male and four
female roles avai Iable . Actors of al I
ages are encouraged to try out. For
more information, call Emmanuel
at 527-2978 or Anne M arie at 2898388 (WKNJ).

Any time's a wild time when you add the
great taste of Two Fingers ... and this wild
Two Fingers T-shirt! To get yours, send
your name, address, style preference
and size (men's style S, M, Lor
women's French cut S, M, L) along
with $6.95, to:
Two Fingers T-shirt Offer,
266 North Rocky River Dr.
Berea, Ohio 44017.
Please allow 6 weeks
for delivery.

TwoPin~
is all it taDS.

Correction
The Photos of Warren Zevon
in the March 10 issue of the
Indy were taken by Neil
Schwartz, and not by Jeff Jacob-

sen as was indicated.,
~

1983 TWO FINGERS TEQUILA · 80 PROOf IMPORTED & BOTTLED

ev HIRAM WI- LK ER INC

BURLING AME. CALIF

\
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F esitval Ballet Brings Grace And,Exuberance To Kean
On Tuesday March 8, Wilkins
Theatre hosted the American Festival Ballet, a company that hails
from Moscow, Idaho.
The first number, "A Little Blues
There," was an eye-catching modern piece. This dance had half of
the dancers dressed in red while
the dancers on the other side of the
stage wore black leotards. For a little diversity each dancer donned
one red and· one black shoe. The
, contrast of colors combined with
the fast paced movements made
the piece quite interesting to
watch.
Following this was a more traditional ballet piece entitled "A Pas

de Duex, " or "dance for two." The
soft, floating movements of the
couple were emphasized by their
costumes, which were loose white
garments accented with gold
lame. This piece was a lovely
finish to Act I.
·
With the opening of Act II, the
entire ensemble again came together. This time, it was to interpret, through dance, the life of
pianist, composer Fredrick Francoise Chopin. It was appropriately
performed to the music of Chopin,
making the piece as enjoyable to
listen to as it was to watch.
Following this was the number
entitled " Salute to Sousa. " This

was a tribute to composer John
Philip Sousa . Instead of telling his
life, as in the previous piece, excerpts of Sousa's music were
danced to by members of the company . Eventually, the entire company was involved in this exuberant number.
. The American Festival -.Ballet
was created in 1971 and is under
the direction of Steven Wistrich, a
former member of the Stuttgart Ballet. The company has a diverse repetoire, consisting of pieces by
George Balachine, John Cranko,
and its resident choreographer
Elizabeth Rowe-Wistrich . This the
company' s New York area debut.

Observations By Bober

Seeing The Bright Side
By Christopher Bober
People have often told me that I
can never see anything good in
life. Not a week passes by without
some happy associate ·reminding
me of 'the good things.' It seems I
am constantly finding an incurable
optimist saying how things are getting better, that the good times are
just around the corner, etc. etc., ad
infinitum . Finally, after 23 years of
being prodded, cajoled and persuaded into seeing things in a different light, I am slowly being
cured of my absolute pessimism.
Just this morning a copy of
Newsweek arrived. Their headline
story today is about a subject many
people like to shut out of their
minds: chemical waste. Now if I
was the same old pessimist I used
to be, I'd think of all the dump sites
in the immediate Elizabeth area,
just waiting for their chance of
glory to go up in smoke. But I can't

think that way now, for I've become an optimist.
Look at the other side of chemical waste. Sure it's an eyesore, and
yes, eventually the chemicals will
leak into a nearby river. But then ,
think of all those blasted rats, insects and other vagrants that will
croak from it. You see, it all seems
better from a different viewpoint,
doesn 't it?
Authorities have claimed these
sites can rage out of control in a
fire. Again, think of those benefits .
An entire section of a city will be
blown away in a day, clearing a
neighborhood for new construction. Think of all the new jobs and
housing that would be created .
After all, what better place to live
than on a former dump site? Of
course, your backyard may turn
pink from the residue, but one always has to take the good with the
bad.

Return To Forever At Ritz
RETURN TO FOREVER, the sensational jazz band featuring Chick
Corea, Stanley Clarke, Atl DiMeola and Lenny White will be appearing at the Ritz Theatre in
Elizabeth on Friday, April 8th. The
show wi II be sponsored by the
Kean College Center Board.
In 1971, Chick Corea, the renowned keyboardist and composer, teamed up with young
Philadelphia bass phenomenon
Stanley Clarke to form the first edition of RETURN TO FOREVER. For
the first year and a half, the band
jncluded vocalist Flora Purini , percussionist Airto, and reedman Joe
Farrell.
For the second edition of RTF , in
1973, Bill Conners, Steve Gadd,
and Mingo Lewis joined Chick and

Stanley. But it was not until 1974,
with the additional of Lenny White
and Al DiMeola, that the definitive
RETURN TO FOREVER was born .
The fiery, virtuostic jazz/rock
excursions brought them international success and three landmark
albums. ·The album " No Mystery"
captured a Grammy and individual awards for the band's
players rolled in. Al DiMeola was
voted "Best New Talent" by Guitar
Player Magazine in 1975.
Tickets which will go on sale
later this month, will be available
at the Ritz Theatre box office, and
at Wilkins Theatre box office.
Prices are $14 .50 for the general
public and $8.50 for students. For
additional information call (201)
527-2337 or 352-7469.

''You Are What
You Eat"
By Cindy La Bar
H air, Eyes, Arms, Legs, Teeth,
Heart ; just a few parts of the body's
internal and-external composition .
Each one has its own function, but
each and every one needs to be vitalized and revitalized with vitamins and minerals everyday.
"You Are What You Eat" is not
just a cliche. Proper nutrition , as
well as exercise, is essential for
good HEALTH .
The body needs about 50 nutrients daily, including water. Beautiful shining Hair, bright Eyes, firm
Arms and Legs, white Teeth , and.a
strong Heart do not come natuFally
·o r stay that w ay without fortifi cation from a well-balanced diet and
exercise.
The rE:!Commended daily pattern
for a nutritious, healthful diet includes:
2 servings from the Mi lk Group:
1 c.up milk, . yogurt or Calciu111
Equivalent: 1 V2s lices (1 1/2 oz.)
cheddar cheese*; 1 cup pudding;

1 ¾ cups ice cream; 2 cups cottage
cheese*
2 servings from the Meat Group:
2 pz. cooked , lean meat, fish ,
poultry or Protein Equivalent : 2
eggs ; 2 slices (2 oz .) cheddar
cheese *; ½ cup cottage cheese *; 1
cup dried beans, peas; 4 tbsp .
peanut butter.
_
4 servi ngs from the Fruit - Vegetable Group: ½ cup cooked or
jui ce ; 1 cup raw; 1 portion such as
a medium size apple or-banana.
4 serv ings from the Grain
Group, whole grain, fortified , enri ched : 1 slice bread; 1 cup readyto-eat cereal ; ½cup cooked
cereal , pasta, grits .
*Count cheese as serving from
either milk or meat, not both
simultaneously.
Choose from a variety of foods
beca use no single food supplies all
nutrients and because many nutri ents work together just as good nutrition and exercise do.

Naturally not all of these sites
are in urban areas. Some of the
greatest dumps are out in the country, and so they pose a special
problem. There must be somethi ng
practical to do with these spots.
They say that chemical w aste
areas which have turned into
smoking lagoons are exceedi ngly
dangerous. A pessimist must have
come up with 'that item for sure.
Why, the fact is that people love lagoons for -recreation . Get a few resort developers out there and soon
every tainted lagoon wil I become a
first class marina. There could
even be annual regattas staged as
an extra attraction. However, the
hull of your boat may dissolve, so
every precaution for safety is necessary. It would be up to the resort
to hire scuba divers.
Finally, a dump site loaded with
those rusty barrels need not remain
an ugly eyesore. Those areas can
become amusement parks for the
kidd ies, or better yet, the tanks
cou ld be ro lled into a line for ru nning hurdles. W hat a sport - the
first on to hit a barrel explodes.
So as you can see, it doesn't pay
to be a pessimist. There are bright
sides to every situation, you just
have look for them, some a little
harder than others .

photo b y Fredv Photo

The American Festival Ballet performing at W ilkins

Music Box Trivia-WKNI
By Craig Stuart
l) Who wrote George Benson's "This Masquerade"?

2) "Good Lovin"' has been recorded by the Grateful Dead and
before that The Rascals, but who recorded it before them?
3) W hat singing duo started in The Turtles and then joined Frank
Zappa and the Mothers of Invention?
4) Who taught Bob Marley of the Wailers to play guitar?
5) What singer/ songwriter appea red on M* A *S* H?
11114l! 1JMu1eM uopno1 (S
4so1 J.}Jad (t,
a1pp3 pue 01~ -e- ~·p

answers
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Michael Angelo Alfonso

T11ke CAI"& 5tl,g Buddy!
I'll rtiss you! I w;llf
Things won't be the
5AM&
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Anthony Markle/Nich Girasella
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"THERE MUST BE MORE TO LIFE THAN AVOIDING HERPES!"
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No tices • Notices• Notices • Notices . • Notices • Notices
Full Time Undergraduate Students Please Note
Applications are now available for those wishing to seek Student Council Representative positions.
Sophomores must have accumulated 29-55 credits including
those in progress this semester.
Juniors must have accumulated 56-89 credits including those
in progress this semester.
/
Seniors must have accumulated over 89 credits including
those in progress this semester.
All candidates must have a 2.0 cumulative average.
Pick up your application in the Student Organization offices,
Vice-President's office (CC128). ,
DEADLINE: Friday, March 25, 1983 at 5:00 p.m.

Attention
Soptio~or~s, Juniors and Seniors!
Don't forget to vote in the upcoming
-Executive Board Elections
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 1983
Time:9am-5pm
Place: Sloan Lounge
Thursday, March 17, 1983 at 9 am absentee
ballots will be available in the Student Organization Offices. CC-128.

NOTICE
Full Time .Undergraduate Students Please Note
Applications are now available in Student Organization offices
for those interested in running for Class Officer positions.
Senior candidates must have at least 90 credits including
those in progress this semester.
Junior candidates must have accumulated 56-89 credits including those in progress this semester.
Sophomore candidates must have accumulated 29-55 credits
including those in progress this semester.
All candidates must have at least a 2.0 cumulative avg.
DEADLINE: Friday, March 18, 1983 5 p.m. (In the ballot box in
The Student Organization Offices, CC128)

There will be a candidates meeting in the
Student Organization Conference Room
(CC128) for all those s,eklng class officer
positions on Thursday, March 24, 1983 at
1 :40p.m.
If you cannot att~nd, you must notify the
Vice-President of the Organization in writIng by 1 :40 p.m., Wednesday, March 23.

.
G~ t....(,,,'ft,.~
G~"'
11.1.'iil ~
'" c;.'ft,.~

Counseling By

A Practicing Attorney

Every Thursday from 1:00 P.M . to 5:00 P.M.
STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICES
COLLEGE CENTER BLDG
Ke•n College of N - Jersey

~~

£(-~
'-~V

PROBLEMSI

Classifieds
It's Party Time!
March 21 - 8:00 p.m. - Student Center

"Best"
of the Buildings
Volleyball
tournament party in honor
of 1st, and 2nd place champion donns

1st - Sozio - 4-0
2nd -Whiteman - 3-1

participants from above dorms enter free
MUSIC by WKNJ - BEER will be served
sponsored by: Resident Association
Student Activities
PAY AT DOOR - Volleyball participants

Abortion: Do we have a
choice? lnterVarsity Christian
Fellowship is presenting the
film: "Whatever Happened to
the Human Race" March 22,
J-100-1 :30

$1 .50
With I.D. K.C . Non-participants

$2.50
Others - no I.D. - K.C .

$3.00

Programme

Winners where T-shirts

For

Do You Need Academic Help!

Chicago City
Limits

The S.A.Y. program offers you their tutors program. Come to
the Spanish Cultural and Social Club office room CC-116.
Every Friday 10:30 to 1:30. The Assistant David Solis will be
there to help you .
This is an effort of SAY. progr.am and S.C.S.C. toward the hispanic community.

Necesitas Ayuda Academica!
El program S.A.Y. te ofrece su servicio de turoria. Acercate a
la oficina del "Spanish Cultµral al'!d Social Club" en el CC-116.
Los Viernes de 10:30 a 1:30. El asistanete de .S.A.Y., David
Solis, estara alli para ayudarte.
Este es un esfuerzo de S.A.Y. y S.C.S.C . para la comunidad hispana.

A Satirical Comedy Review

March 24·
8:00 p.m.
College Center Cafeteria
Presented by:
College Center Board
Chicago City Limits
Improvisational Theatre

Student Activities
Presents

Problem Pregnancy?

Flip Peters
Non-denominational support.
Free pregnancy testing
and
counseling

BIRTHRIGHT

Executive Gifts• Calendars
Premiums• Advertising Specialties

Professional Resume
cover letters! Don't wait until
spring, get started now! Low
Prices. Call Carey Associates
283-3129 Green St., lselin.
Mon-Fri 9-5. Sat. by appt.

• Bank Promotions•
®

.P~fi~~2y~~-~~~~JL<?~S
Bayonne, New Jersey 07002
Contact Mr. Stuart (201) 437-2300

•

Beatles Fans- Earn $$$ and Travel
Be a Salesperson for "Get Back" Beatles Tours to London and
Liverpool this summer. Commissions. Free Travel. Write Rock
Apple Tours, P.O. Box 586, Lexington, MA. 02173 or phone
617-7450.

1978 Ford Mustang II 6
cyl. automatic p.s. p.b. A.C.
AM/FM 8 track stereo, vinyl
roof. Call 688-7599.

Wanted: Mat1,Jre female to
share my apartment. 1 mile off
campus. Rent is $120 a month
plus utilities. If interested
please call 558-2780 before 5
p.m. ask for Susan.

HondaXL350
1978 $500
527-2788

Pregnant?
Need Help?
Tired of being a number in a
clinic? Be a patient in a
Physician's Office. Free
pregnancy test and birth
control information.
687-0102
Are You Interested In Becoming A
Speech Pathologist or a Teacher
of the Hearing Impaired?
If so, you need to schedule a brief
interview. Call 22 18 or stop in at
the Institute for Child Study and
see Mrs. Grove for the application.

George

Tax Return
Preoaration
1040-Ei-1040 A-1040
Schedules A, B & C

$10 . _
Phone

Lawrence J. Jock
(201) 527-2789
(609) 424-3018

Jazz Series

TICKETS

April 6

Grateful Dead• Styx
•Squier• Tom Petty•
Union Tickets

Sloan Lounge
Free ·
12:15 - 1 :30

2022 Morris Avenue, Union, N.J. 07083
201-851-2880
major credit cards accepted

Don't Miss It!

743-2061

•

Fan's Perspective

The Sequel: Man Of A Th-ousand Shirts II
.

do.

by George Falkowski
"No!"
"Aw, c' mon , mom ."
"You don't need it."
"That's besides the point. I want
it. "
" Fifty dollars for a shirt? You ' re
crazy."
"Get it for Christmas."
The battle had begun . For faithful readers, this theme my seem
familia r, and it is . It is on ly repetiti ous in that the conflict is, in itself,
never ending. I have fought long
and hard to first maintain and then
increase my professional sports
wardrobe . My mother's fab led
guilt trips ("it costs too much,"
"you don' t need it, " "what if your
car breaks down?" et al) have
slowly lost their punch over the
years.
In 1979, I finally , FINALLY,
landed a Yankees home shirt. No
polyester phony, no sir. I got the
real M cCoy. "I' ll never ask for
another shirt, " I sa id.
Baloney!
My next shirt, the officia l Yan-

kees road shi rt complete with a
number 44 beautifully stitched on
t he b ac k , too k over two years to
acquire .
The
story
was
documented here o n these very
Pages in the fall of ' 81. That one arrived for Christmas. " I'm satisfied,"
sa id I, " I' ll never bother you
agai n. "
.
Phooey! .
As is my custom, I got the road
shirt in September. With Christmas
coming, I knew I would have to
change targets. I turned to my
loved one.
"What do you want for Christmas? A watch? A sweater? Tickets
to a show or concert?" she asked.
"I want a New York Giants road
jersey. Official , ofcourse ."
And so it was, much to my
mother's chagrin.
Things remained quiet for a
while. I w as satisfied for the time
being, but, like all things, complacency led to restlessness. With the
advent of our very own hockey
team and with my sudden interest
in the same,. I knew what ·I had to

" I know what I want for Christmas, Mom, " 1happily announced .
She just looked at me, waiting for
metodropTheBigOne.
"Yessir, I know wh at I want."
.
• StI 11 no answer.
"Yep . I got it picked out."
Finally, Mom relented. "What is
it, a shirt ?" She knew me all too
well. Please refer now to the open-

Steinbrenner Eyes The Mets
by Jeff Toth

I made the mi stake of leav ing a
back issue of the Independent on
the kitchen table the other day. I
thought nothing of it at the time .
When goi ng through my morning
routine getting ready for class, I
was startled by my fath er's loud
voice,.... Yeah , and the odor's
com ing from the Bronx. l knew at
once he had read the article entitled "The Sound You Hea r
is ... Flushing."
_
I had read the articl e myself and
being a devoted Met fan , as is the
rest of my family , I hiJd enjoyed it
very little. The bitter truth can be
hard to take for a person who's first
words were Mommy, Daddy,
Kranepool. But as a true Mets fan,
I had to laugh it off as an article
written in the light of bi as.
I have no aspirations of a World
Championship flag flying over
Shea Stadium for 1983. I don't
even expect a divisional crown for
the Mets. Neither do I expect one
from the Bronx Bankrolls.
The M ets have a you ng team.
The likes of a Tom Seaver, Mike
Torrez, Ru sty Staub, and Ron
Hodges ar~ only fill ing the gap
while the young players develop.
Their experience ca n only help thi s
development.
There is no question tha t the
Mets have the best pitching prospects in baseball. Years of high
draft choices have no gone to
waste. Tim Leary, Scott Holman,
Rick Ownsby, Ed Lynch, and Terry
Leach are proven Tripple A pitchers. The latter three have.also been
successful in their major league
stints. Jeff Bittiger led all of minor
league baseball with 175 strikeouts in 134 innings last year. A few
of ·these kid s with Tom Seaver,
Craig Swann, Mike Torrez and
Neil Allen in the -bullpen, and the
Mets have a good pitching staff.
One that would be envied by

tea m's like Atlanta and Ca lifornia,
both playoff teams last year.
The outfield is sound with
Mookie Wil son, George Foster,
and either Gary Rasich, fo rmer
Tripple A home run kin g, or Danny
Heep. Darrel Strawberry who batted .2 85 with 36 homers, 78 RBl 's
and 42 stolen bases in Jackson, is
waiting in the wings.
The infield is solid at the corners
with Dave Kingm an at first , (I'll
take35 homerwitha .2 10average
when somebody else will bat 300)
and Hubie Brooks at third base.
Brooks batted .305 in his rookie
yea r and was 3rd in the rookie of
the year balloting behind Mr. Valenzuela and Mr. Rai nes. H e is not
a 3rd baseman by trade. H e is a
2nd baseman turned shortstop. His
fielding is top quality and his
throwing which was v·ery inaccurate last year, has been worked on
this winter and can on ly improve.
The big question is up the middle.
Ron Gardenhire is not major
league materia l, Bob Bailor is.
Wally Backman hit .280 most of
last year at second base. Brian
Giles another you ngster shows
shades of Doug Flynn at second
and if he can continue to hit, he
may win the job . The prob lem is
that each little mistake they make
as they mature is magnified tenfold
playing in New York.
The biggest question mark has to
be at catcher. If John Sterns' arm
heals there's no problem. If not,
Ronn Renolds will sha re the action
with the veteran Hodges. This will
create a problem.
While no pennant flag is expected to fly in Flushing this year,
there is a bo na fide contender in the
near future. I' m sure Mr. Steinbrenner wi II be waiting for the'maturation of these young Mets with
, Checkbook in hand . Some things
never change.

ing lines of the article.
Mom eventually gave in and
consented to a New Jersey Devils
replica shirt. I even had it ordered
from Canada, but knowing my
hunger for The Real Thing, a mere
replica would never do. And so, as
the powers would have it be, the
orderwasneverfulfilled . Refund .
About this same time I landed
part-time job with SportsChan nel.
Part of this vocation entails lining
up guests for the between-period
show. As a backdrop for Stan Fischler and guest, the TV crew puts
up approximatel y six O-fficial
Devils shirts . Only my love of life
kept me from lifting one. Or two .

I

-

But I knew my mission .
Some five months after I started ,
I FINALLY did it. The ·New Jersey
Devils road jersey was mine at last.
I ca nnot divulge exactly how I got
it without implicating innocent ·

sights and sou nds of Ranger fans
booing and slashing their wrists
while the Devils stunned all of
New York was one that I won't
soon forget. Instantly, the Devils
jerseywasworthamilliontimesits
purchase price.
parties. H owever, the fact remai ns
When I arrived home from the
that the shirt is mine, and to those
who took part in th is plot, 1 say Garden , my mother (who never
thank you.
sleeps) greeted me and instantly
And, boy, has it come in handy. st ared at th e shirt . Commenting on
Th f. st . h I h d . I
II d the Devils' logo, she said, "They
e ir mg t
a it was ca e
should see you at church wearing
a jinx at the Garden while the that. "
Devils upset th e Rangers. On th at
She actually admitted to liking
night, 1 beamed brighter th an th e it, though . As she made her way
red, green and white ga rm ent. 1 back upstairs she muttered ,
wore it to school th e next day and
"You may never have any
got dirty looks from more th an a money, but, you'll always have
few Ranger fans. So what if th e shirts."
Devils haven ' t fared so well ? Rang"Yea h, well , don 't w o rry . Thi s is
er fa ns figure· th at th e Devils are it." supposed to lose, so if th ey
I suppose she's ri ght. Someday,
do ... big deal! But when th ey I' ll be found on some corner,
win ... now th at's what it's all clutching my suitcase full of jerabout.
seys. A vagrant and his shirts.
Clearl y, there is no greater feelCertainly, thi s addition has been
ing for a fan than to walk into an my finest. No doubt about it. What
opposing team 's building, proudly more cou ld I possibly want?
wearing a jersey that THEY hate,
Has anybody seen the New Jerand then see your team win. The sey General-s home shirts?

Kean College Indoor.Soccer Results

Kean vs. Union C.C.-2-0
Kean ; A lumni '80vs. Stevens-1 -0
Alumni ; G lassboro "A" vs. Alumni
'78-1-1 ; N .J.I.T. vs . Glassboro
"B"-3-1 N .J.I.T.; Union vs .
Ramapo--2-0 Union; Stevens vs.
Burlington C.C.-2-0 Stevens;
Kea n vs. Glassboro "A"-1-0
Kean ; Alumni ' 80 vs. Glassboro
" B"- 2-0 Alumni; N .J.I.T. vs. Stevens--3-2 Stevens ; Kean vs.

Coming Up
In Next
Indy Spo.rts
Schedules
For All
Spring
Varsity
Sports
Fan's
Perspective
Recreation
Round-up

Alumni '78-3-1 Kea n; Burlington
vs.
Glassboro
" B"-2-0
Glassboro.
Ramapo vs. Glassboro "A"-10 Glassboro; Alumni ' 80 s.
N .J.1.T.-5-3 N .J.I.T.; Union C.C.
vs. A lumni '78-2-1 A lumni ;
Glassboro " B" vs. Stevens-0-0;
Kean vs. Ramapo--3- 1 Kean;
N .J.1.T. vs. Burlington- l -0 forfeit; Glassboro "A" vs. Union
C.C.-1-1; Burlin gton vs. Alumni
'80-1-0 Alumni ; Alumni '78 vs .
Ramapo--2-1 A lumni .

Semi-Fina ls
Kean vs . Alumni ' 80-4-1 Kean;
Alumni '78 vs . N.J.1.T.-3-1
A lumni .
Final
Alumni '78 vs. Kean-3-1
Alumni.

Any

WANTED
Hockey Player

Intramural

for

. floor/Street

Hockey. Contact Leeroy
Foreman at 203 Sozio Hall.

ICELINDIIR IS STILL
YOUR BEST VALUE
TO EUROPE
.-----LUXEMBOURGRouNoTR1,

489 •499 s539

8

FROM
NEW YORK

. FROM
BALTIMORE/
WASHINGTON

FROM
CHICAGO

Super APEX Fares. April I-April 30, 1983. 7-60 day sta y, 14 da y advance purchase required.

ALSO LOW COST SERVICE TO PARIS, FRANKFURT, AMSTERDAM AND
NICE. AND, REMEMBER, ONLY ICELANDAIR FLIES YOU TO THE
BREATHTAKING BEAUTY OF !CELANO. AND INCLUDES ALL THESE EXTRAS:
■ Free deluxe motorcoach from Luxembourg to Frankfurt, Dusseldorf,.
Cologne, Bitburg, Mannheim, Wuppertal and Kehl, Germany. ■ Bargain
car rentals from $99/week in Luxeml>ourg. ■ Free wine with dinner,
cognac after. ·
•
. .
lcelandair to Luxembourg. Luxair connec ting service to other ~estmauons.
(C hicago- Midweek Fare.) Purchase ticketun U.S. All fares sub1ect to change and government
approval. See your travel agent or call 800/555-1212 for the toll -free lcelandair number in
your area.

INDEPENDENT

Spring Sports Preview_...... ~ ...............
Softball- Budding Talent
By Marta }aremko

You know it's spring - softball
season is here. At the helm of a
young team (no seniors) this year is
Coach Cathy Neal. This is' her first
year as coach at Kean and has previously coached at the University
of Oklahoma and West Michigan
University in Kalamazoo. She also
played on the famous ·Budweiser
Belles.
The roster is as follows : On the
pitching line-up are Judy Zqmbo,
Karen Gebhardt, and Lisa Dembeck, a returnee from last year;
catcher- Jean Grossman; 1st base
- Lori Petrusky and Sandy Fisher;
2nd base - Berta Mayor; 3rd base
- Ann Reilley ; shortstop - Betty
Clifford; outfield - Ginny Petzinger, Mo McCann, Kelly Davis,
and basketball ace Kathleen Starling. Also from the basketball team
is Colleen Moyle who will play
varied positions as will Debbie
Marchese.
The Squirettes play in the strong
Jersey Athletic Conference. The

J.A.C. is guaranteed an automatic
bid to the NCAA's because of it's
strength; in fact last year's Div. Ill
National champion was Trenton
State.
Neal says, "We have a young
team and I still don't know what to
expect because I wasn't here last
year. Our goal for this year is about
500 - I'd like it to be around 900
but I have to be realistic. I'd like to
keep the pitchers' E.R.A.'s to
around two and keep the defense
running so we'll be in gqod shape. _
'.'My assistant . coach Ginger
Sulovski, has helped alot. She's
done, well with the pitchers and
catchers.'' Sulovski is a catcher
and last year graduated from
Westchester State.
Neal also said, ' . We're building.
Not as many people tried out as I
expected and recruiting wasn't
very good. We're trying to build a
good program here.''
Their season starts with two
scrimmages, the first on March
21st against Princeton and the
other on March 23rd at Rider.

.:4. '

Sluggers show strength this season:

Soccer Star
To Speak At Kean ·

One of the world's renown soccer defenders, former Cosmos star,
Carlos Alberto will be at Kean College, Wednesday; April 27th, to
speak to the Spanish students for
Hispanic Week. He will speak
.::,
about his experiences in soccer,
how he adjusted to life in America ,
and how he got to play for the CosDanziger worked as assistant mos.
coach to the women's tenn is team
He is going to kick off the Charat Ohio STate and has.taught tennis ity Drive, then speak to the Spanish
for years. He states, "This season . speaking students in the Little Thewe' ll find out how good we are. ater. For those who don't speak
Since it's my first year, I don't Spanish, he will also answer quesknow what the competition's like. tions in English. After the lecture,
There are some good players on there will be a reception in the
this team with good skill but they Grill Room . Admission is free .
have to keep their concentration
The Charity Drive will be at apand develop more confidence. proximately 1 :40 and the lecture is
The attitude from the past couple scheduled to begin at 1: 50. Mr. Alof years isn't that great. We'll have berto will also talk about the possito work to overGome that. It's hard bil ity of a soccer camp here at
to say how tough the schedule will Kean College for children in Aube . We'll see."
gust.

Men's Tennis Takes Off
I

By Marta }aremko

In his first year as men's tennis
coach here at Kean, Ray Danziger
will have to overcome several obstacles, the most important of
which is the size of the team. There
are only about eight players and
the average team consists of about
ten to twelve players.
Returning from last.year are Phillip Chung, Leeroy foreman, Walter (Fred) Munoz/ and Michael
Pugliese. Also on the squad are
Michael Hogan, Mark Rava and
Carlos Saavadia.

Griffin Only Returnee

"Squire Golfers Face Tough Season''
I

With the practice rounds about ment year, winning ·one of five
finished, the Kean golf team pre- tournaments he entered, in which
pares for their toughest season he beat rival Harry Goett of Upever. With only one member re- sala. Griffin's personal record in
turning from last year's 7-7 team, the past two seasons at Kean is 22number one man Jim Griffin. Many 8, and was undefeated at home last
new faces will fill the voids left by year. He has also been chosen to
those that graduated, who made the NSSCAC all-conference secup half of the six-man squad. Of ond team the last two years. His
the other half of the team,· last goal in his final year is to make first
year's number two and three men, team all-conference, which is
Mike Rosigno and Rick Kropp are pretty tough with competition like
unable to play this year. That Ramapo and Montclair.
leaves only one player, Jim Griffin,
One of the new faces this year is
who returns from last year's squad.
This year's team will be a little thin Chris Scott, who will take over
Rosigno's spot. A transfer from
in the ranks.
This year's only returnee, Jim Florida, he ha~ played against the
Griffin, will try to retain the likes of present PGA Tour st ars
number one spot for the fourth John Cook an?. Ga~y Hall?erg, so
straight year. Jim hasn't been able toug~ compet!tion _is nothing new
him . Despite his small stature
to get an early start on his game (to '7"
lb ) h •
d f
e is .poun or
due to the snow, so he's crammed 5 , 150 s.
1
as much playing time as possible pound a l~ng ?al hitter, w~o
into the last few weeks. In the first s~ould surprise his opponents with
practice round , he shot a solid 76, his length.
despite poor putting, which is usu- .
Another new face is Larry Jock,
ally the part of the game that take who will replace Rick Kropp. Jock
the longest to come back.
has only been playing for over a
Griffin played well over the year, but shoots in the low eighties
summer, and had a good tourna- and high seventies. Larry's smooth
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -.....

Interested In
Sports?
The Indy Needs
You

CC119

Baseball Team Shaping Up
By Jeff Toth

Richard Bakker's Squires are in ·
Florida playing a six game exhibition schedule in preparation for the
season openner at Rutgers-Camden March 28. The team had been
practicing since January but Coach
Bakker is eager to get his team outside on to the field . They had been
confined to indoor practice
mostly, because-of the weather.
Last year's team had a 9-17 record but Bakker is very optimistic
·about this year.
"We are going with a combination of power and speed this year.
We have a stronger pitching staff
and I feel we can have a good
year.''
The pitching staff incl udes three
seniors: Carlo Buffa, M ike Puerari,

and Carlo Rego.
Glenn Higgins will be starting at

second base for the third straight
year. Also securing an infield position is Brad Bonnetti, a freshman
from Westfield.
' Michael Fernandes will start in
right field for the fourth year with a
host of underclassmen fighting for
a place in the outfield with him.
When asked about the catching
situtation, Bakker expressed some
uncerta inty.
" I'd like to move Greg Weber to
the outfield if I can find a replacement behind the plate, · if not,
Weber will start at catcher.'' The
position is open to either John
Kelly or Robert Golden both
sophomores.
Coach Bakker stated that the rest
of the starting line up would be decided in Florida .
If th e

young team can come

through it could be a fun season for
Kean Squires.

✓Blue Army' Lacrosse

-

UiJderway
By Andy Hoffman

With the ups and downs of the
swings keeps him in the fairway
most of the •time, but at the same 1982 season behind them, the
time is a long ball hitter. Like Chris Squire Laxmen are looking for imScott, Jock isn't very big, but most provement in '83 . Tri-captains
long ball hitters aren't. His only K"evin Dempsey, John Guarente
weakness is his insatiable appetite and Matt Shaw will lead the Blue
for McDonald's Quarter Pounders Army into a season that will offer as
(with cheese) , which may make tough a schedule as they have seen
him to heavy to climb up Gallop- in recent years.
ing Hill's mountainous fairways.
Head Coach Hawley WaterWherever you ,find Larry Jock, man, entering his 14th season at
you will find our next new face, the helm of Kean Lacrosse, sees the
Mike Hackney. Mike and Larry are goalie situation the most desperate
roommates over in Sozio Hall. Not as the team goes through the early
only do they play golf, but Jock has spring workouts. Bob 'The Man'
-played on the baseball team, while Kozic is the leading candidate to
Hackney plays on the hockey start in goal. He will be filling a
tfam. Even though new to golf void left by nationally ranked
"Hack" has talent and should be as goalie
Terry
Dunne
who
good as Jock is in a year or two .
graduated. Dunne's expertise reRounding out the team is an old mains with the team though as he
•f
d · h h h
,
ace, Tom Boun enc , w o asn t has returned to coach this spring.
played since his freshman year due Joe Innella in his first season with
to injuries. Tom, another long ball the Blue Army has come on well to
hitter, will choose a long irori provide Kozic with some competirather than a driver many times .
tion .
This year's coach is Ted Stier,
Through the early workouts the
who retired last year as Kean's di- strength of the Squires is clearly the
rector of Admissions.
Attack and Defens~. On attack
Chip Shots: Chris Scott will miss Scott 'the Shot' Lyons is a bonefide
first three matches, which will put scorer. Entering his fourth campressure on rest of team to come paign with the Blue Ar(Tly, Lyons
through ... Larry Jock was voted will be looked to a lot for scoring
Team Comedian, winning it hands punch. Attack-mate Ron Wahler
down with his goofy laugh which will probably give Lyon many of
should drive opponents screaming the assists to his goals this season .
into the hills ... Quote of the Ron, a converted defenseman last
Week goes to Larry Jock, when he .year, eagerly awaits a chance to
said "by the end of the season I will control the offense at the key attack
be beating Griffin on a regular slot behind the cage this year.
basis." After hearing this, another Battling for the third spot on attack
one of his many hallucinations, he are Marcus '69' Hellenack and
was voted Team Dope Addict with Ricky 'The Gripless One' Staggard.
" Hack" as first runnerup
Staggard is the brother of former
Knickerbocker Conference and
Where are you Joe Szarko????

Kean scoring standout.
The defense, coached by Gene
'Hit Man' Nann, is anchored by
A.IL Conference performer Kevin
'Mr. Rockabilly' Dempsy and Matt
'Pretty Boy' Shaw. Matt played in
midfield last year for the Blue Army
but because of a nagging knee
problem requested the change to
defense. George Kragh, Frank
'Dancin' Dara, and Mean Gene
Pronek are all battling it out for a
spot on the "Hit Team" defense for
the Blue Army.
The midfield, probably the least
deep in years, is coached by two
time all-Knickerbocker star Andy
Hoffman. Led by Captain John
Guarente
and
senior Craig
'Cheeks' Polefka the mids have
gone through the most changes in
the early going. Nick Kratz, last
year as starting attackman has
moved into the midfield picture as
has Bobby 'Tiger' Hudak, a highly
regarded Freshman from Levittown, LI. Guarente offers the most
experience here with 8 years of lax
action behind him, he was a member of the undefeated (17-0) state
championship team at Columbia
H.S. in 1979. lt's beensaidthatthe
mids are the wheels of any team, if
that's the case the Blue Army has a
couple of Fier.stones in Joe Orlando and Mike Vollo both can be
seen way out in front of the Feared
Green lane run that the Blue Army·
runs every day after practice.
Some returners who will see action are Jim ' Nick Fotiu' Hofmann,
Jerry 'Shroomin' Hill, Keith Antonides, and Mike Bascom . Some
of the impressive first year dogs are
Dan DeBenedetto, Albert Smith,
Mike McDonnel and Southpaw
Rusty Todd.

Season Ends For Squirettes 62-57
By Mark Yablonsky
Maybe it was Elizabethtown's
height advantage that did the
Sq uirettes in last Saturday night.
Or maybe it was poor accuracy
from the free-throw hurt the most.
It could even have been the
shoddy officiating that did the
damage. But in any event, the season has officially come to an end
for a team that still has a lot to be
proud of.
Our Squirettes, who were
ranked third nationally in Division
111 competition entering this game,
were
outmuscled
by
the
Elizabethtown Blue Jays, 62-57, in
a quarter-final round playoff game
on
Sat.,
M arch
12th
in
Elizabethtown, Pa . Despite a poor
team performance by Kean , however, the score remained relatively
close throughout the contest. In
fact, a pair of free throws by Sallie
Maxwell brought the Squirettes to
within a point of Elizabethtown,
47-46, withjust6:14remainingon
the clock . But Kean never cou ld
get any closer ti-le rest of the way,
largely because of the fact that the
Blue Jays had the middle lane successfully clogged for much of the
game, which forced Kean into
lower-percentage shots, hurried
passes, and of course, turnovers .
The first half alone had more turnovers than a pastry shop. During
the first 20 minutes of play, there
were 27 miscues, with 20 of them
belonging to Kean. More importantly, it seemed as though every
time the Squirettes were beginning
to gel offensive ly, the aggressive
inside play of Elizabethtown's two
tall centers, Shelly Parks and Nora
Barlow , continually ruined Kean's
chances of victory. The 6'0" -Parks
in particular was a constant source
of distress for Kean all night. The
freshman center not only scored
16 points, but wound up with 9 rebounds as well , with many of them
coming in clutch situations. Time
and time again, Kean was on the
verge of grabbing a lead, but time
and time again, Parks was there to
wreak havoc. In short, when it
counted the most, the Squirettes
simply could not handle the tall
center. " Big no. 45 under the basket for 3 seconds, ref," yelled an

irate Kean fan at one point during
the second half. This was in reference lo some overlooked calls by
the officials, who became the
vocal targets of anger from the
faithful Squirette followers, who
made the lengthy trip in two busloads all the way from Union.
Among the visiting crowd's rooters
was none other than our Dean of
Students, Pat Ippolito, , who very
nearly lost his voice. Now back to
the officiating. To say the least, it
w as shaky. For example, with only
2:19 expired in the second half
Kathleen Starling made an impres~
sive play on Elizabethtown's Sherri
Kinsey, by blocking her field goal
attempt. But a foul was called,
much to the chagrin of the
Squirette supporters. To top it off,
Joanne Brennick was called for a
traveling violation a scant ten seconds later, which caused her to
slam the ball down in disgust. To
be absolutely fair, though, Starling
herself received a break earlier
when she had grabbed an opposing player from behind in a semibear hug, and only a jump-ball
was called. Eventually, Starling
was to foul out in desperation with
only 7 seconds remaining in the
game, but by t!-iat point, the contest had already been decided. Interestingly, strong performances
by Starling and teammate Shelly
Blasingame alone were almost
enough to carry Kean to victory.
Starling, before her exit, accumulated 11 points and 11 rebounds,
while Blasingame netted 19
points, with many of them comi ng
by virtue of spectacular, twi sting
drives that left Elizabethtown befuddled. But it was not enough.
late in the game, the Squirettes
themselves were victims of fouls,
"therby creating several opportunities to cash in at the foul line.
But when some of these opportunities resulted in missed shots,
the die had already been cast. And
when the Blue Jays were able to
take advantage of their opportunities from the foul line, the
Elizabethtown cake was iced, and
the Squirette hopes of victory were
dashed. "We're looking forward to
learning from this experience and
going a!I the way next year, " sa id

'
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Ippolito after the game.
25-2 before this game) was also at
Squirette Shots : With all due re- the hands of Elizabethtown . On a
spect to the Eliz°abethtown Blue more positive note, with the exJays and their fans, a no-no occurred with about 5 minutes remaining rema ini ng to play when it
was announced that tickets would 'Kean
FG FT PTS
be ava il able "for next weekend's Brennick
1 0
2
trip to New England." At this time, Blasingame
8 3
19
1 0
2
the score was stil l close and the Barry
2 2
6
final outcome was still in doubt. Maxwell
4 3
11
You should have heard the cries of Starling
Pollard
2 7 11
protest from the Kean fans.
Scott
2 0
4
Elizabethtown, by the way, will be Brophy
1 0
2
going to N .E. for the National Totals
21 15 57
semi-fin als. One of the Squirettes'
previous losses thi s year (they were

ception of senior Virginia Barry,
this year's entire Squirette squad
will return for play next year, too.
Elizabethtown
FG FT

Barlow
Longo
,Parks
Kinsey
Knotts
Lutz
Totals

1

2

2
7
4
2
3

3
2
9
0
8

19 24

PTS
4
7
16

17
4
14
62

Kean 21, 36-57; Elizabethtown 28, 3462; Fouled Out - Starling.

Indoor SQccer-AII In The Family
By M arta }aremko
On Saturday, March 12th, Kean
College was the host of a grueling,
all day indoor soccer tournament.
Ten teams participated in twentythree games, and when it was all
over, Kean · College garnered the
top awa rd s, keeping it in the family.
•
Besides Kean , there were two
Alumni teams '78, and '80 ;
Glassboro "A" and " B"; Union
College,
R. ,apo
College,
N.J.I.T., Stever · ,ind Burlington,
C.C. The tournament started at ten
a.m. and didn't fin : ' 1 until after
seven in th e eveninr The games
were twenty minutes long and the
teams consisted of five players
each.
Since there were so many
matches played , o nly some of the
games will be highl ighted.
One of the more fiery games of
th e tourney was Kea n College vs.
Glassboro "A" . The first half w as
scoreless but Kean had most of the
oall possession. John Caliciotti had
a good shot but it was saved .
Goalie
Chris
O'Brien
was
threatened by a one-on-one situation with a Glassboro player, but
manaked to get his hands on the
ball. Kean finally put one in at
13 :49 with a Marc Chmielewski
goal. The match was close and

fast-paced and towards the end,
some tempers flared as a fight
broke out. Despite some danger~ous shots on the Kean goal,
O'Brien denied the Glassboro offensrve and the score remained 1-

0.
Another noteworthy game was
Alumni '80 taki ng on Glassboro
NBN. Several of the Alumni players
faced Glassboro outdoors last season in the NCAA regiona ls.
Dominic Romeo, Mike Torre, and
Mark Hamulak had their revenge
on Glassboro, beating them 2-0 on
two Al Checchio goals. Hamulak
was unparalleled in the net ·as he
had his share of trouble from
Glassboro. Checchio, one of
Kean's top players of the past,
again showed his abundant talent
for scoring.
Past met present in a showdown
between Alumni '78 and Kean.
Lucio Pannullo wasted no time
and opened up scoring at 3:25
when he slammed a shot at keeper
Bob Defino. Defino punched it out
but cou ldn' t control Pannullo's rebound. On the other side, O'Brien
came out too far on an Alumni
shot, but an excellent defensive
sweep by John Caliciotti prevented
a goal. At 4:55 , Tom Defino
scored against Kean, tying up matters. But that was the only goal
O' Brien allow ed in the match.

Pannullo scored again at 8 :55, and
M arcello Sanchez iced the victory
at 14:33 with a beautiful goa l.
Goa ls abounded in the N.J . 1.T.
vs Alumni '80 match . In the first
half, Alumni led 2-1 , but in the
second half N .J.1.T. bombarded
A lumn i with five goals. Mike Torre
got one more for Alumni but they
never recovered . They mi ssed
three shots in a row on an open
net.
Probably the most memorable
game of the tournament was when
Kean faced fo rmer teammates of
Alumni ' 80 . (The audience clearly
didn't know who to cheer for , so
they c heered for both tea ms).
Alumni scored fi rst at 2:22 wi~
Checchio goal. Wilbur Angoy tied
it up at 3 :30 from Pannullo's assist.
Less than two minutes later, there
was massive confusion at the
Alumni goa l with Pannullo and
Angoy
takin g
shots
and
Chmielewski fi nally scoring at
5:08. O'Brien 's ski lls were fiercely
tested when Dominic Romeo shot,
the ball rebounded, and shot
aga in . A m in ute into the 2nd half
Marcello Sa nchez chipped to
Tommy Braun who put it past
Ham ul ak. The final goa l came at
19 : 11 from Kean 's Jeff Rogers and
Alumni ' 80 was out of contention
4-1.
A lumni '78 beat N .J.I.T. 3-1 in

the other semi-final match so the
championship game was Kean vs.
Alumni '78 . Both teams were already exhausted by this time, after
playing for nine hours. The game
was sluggish and slow but Alumni
still had enough steam to knock
ou t Kean . Alumni struck fast early
in the game and caught Kean cff
guard - they never recovered.
MosPs Owe scored at 2 :07 and
minutes later, at 4:54 , Tom Defino
made it 2-0 . At 6:07, Alumni 's
Frank Sa nchez made it 3-0. Seconds before the final buzzer Lucio
Pannullo had a consolation goal
but Alumni took the crown, 3- 1.
Alumni '78's Tom Defino was
chosen Most Valuable Player of
the tourney, and it was well deserved. He was the high scorer of
the tournament with eight goals.
The first and second place
trop hies remained at Kean and th e
tourn ament was a success. Kean
had an outstanding tournament.
All players put out maximum effort
and showed they were a well -kn it,
tight team. They had good ball
corit ro l, passing, and possession.
Chris O'Brie n was singled out as
the finest goa lkeeper of the tourna ment, letting in only six goa ls in six
games and had two shutou ts.
Kean 's scorers are as follows : Marc
Chmielewski - 4 goals; Lucio Pannullo and Wilbur Angoy - 3 goals

each; Marcello Sanchez, Oska r
Lea l, Tommy Braun and Jeff Rogers
- 1 goal each. dther pl ayers who
should be applauded for their efforts and hard work are Carlos
Sa lazar and John Ca li ciotti . They
contributed
immeasurably
to
Kean's perform ance.
Soccer kicks : It was the first time
that th e three Defino brothers,
Robert, Dave, and Tom played togeth er on one team and it p'roved
to be the most successful blend of
the tourn ament. .. Mark Hamulak,
w ho pl ays for the Ukrain ian Sitch
team recorded ten shutouts in the
Vittorio Pozzo Indoor Soccer tournament, sponsored by the Itali an
America n League ... He was the
only goalie unscored upon for all
of the regular season games, quarter finals , and only in the sem i-fi nals did his streak end, as Sitch lost
to Vistula 2-1 .... Also playing for
Si tch from Kean Co ll ege were
Dominic Romeo, Mike Torre,
Marc Chmielewski , Lucio Pannullo, and Sabri ... Kean will play
its last indoor tournament in A lbany S.U.N .Y. They will be competing agai nst Rockland C.C.,
O neonta, Albany, Co lumbi a U .,
and Fulton-Montgomery .. .Soccer
coach Tony Ochrimenko shou ld
be applaudeci for his hard work in
putting together such a successful
tournament.

